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New Case Filed - Felony Magistrate Court Clerks 
Prosecutor assigned Shane L Greenbank Magistrate Court Clerks 
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Plaintiff's Response To Request For Discovery Justin W. Julian 
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Defendant's Response To Request For Discovery Justin W. Julian 
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Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 
10/31/2012 01:30 PM: Continued 
Motion to Vacate and Continue Preliminary 
Hearing 
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Jail Booking Sheet 
Document sealed 
Refusal to Apply for Public Defender 
Representation 
Notification of Rights 
Motion for Release on Own Recognizance 
Jail Information Sheet - remain in custody 
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Hearing Held 
Notice to Defendant 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00) 
Motion to vacate and reset preliminary hearing 
(no order or notice of hearing attached) 
Order to Vacate and Continue Preliminary 
Hearing 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 
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Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/12/2012 Barbara Buchanan 
02:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
Defendant's Supplemental Request For Discovery Barbara Buchanan 
Waiver Of Preliminary Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
Fax waiver of preliminary hearing to Susan A and Barbara Buchanan 
send original by IOM 
Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District Barbara Buchanan 
Court 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Barbara Buchanan 
12/12/2012 02:00 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 
Change Assigned Judge Steve Verby 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/District Court Steve Verby 
01/07/2013 09:00 AM) 
OPPELT Information Steve Verby 
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Hearing type: Arraignment/District Court 
Hearing date: 1/7/2013 
Time: 10:03 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Val Larson 
Minutes Clerk: Cherie Moore 
Tape Number: Ct 2 
Defense Attorney: Paul Vogel 
Prosecutor: Shane Greenbank 










Hearing result for Arraignment/District Court 
scheduled on 01/07/2013 09:00 AM: 
Arraignment/ First Appearance 
Steve Verby 
Hearing result for Arraignment/District Court Steve Verby 
scheduled on 01/07/2013 09:00 AM: Plea of Not 
Guilty, Set for Jury Trial 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (137-2732(c)(1) Steve Verby 
{F} Controlled Substance-Possession of) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (137-2734A(1) Steve Verby 
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent 
to Use) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (137-2732(c)(3) Steve Verby 
{M} Controlled Substance-Possession of) 
Notice of Trial and Pretrial Order Steve Verby 
Trial Scheduled (Jury Trial - 3 Days 04/08/2013 Barbara Buchanan 
09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
04/04/2013 02:00 PM) 
Barbara Buchanan 
HENDRICKSO Motion to Suppress; t)lpr·ce of Hearing 
u l 
Steve Verby 
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1/28/2013 HRSC HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress Barbara A Buchanan 
03/19/2013 02:30 PM) 
2/22/2013 CONT OPPELT Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Barbara A Buchanan 
on 04/04/2013 02:00 PM: Continued 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Barbara A Buchanan 
03/28/2013 03:00 PM) 
OPPELT Amended Notice of Hearing Barbara A Buchanan 
3/19/2013 MEMO CMOORE State's Memorandum of Law Barbara A Buchanan 
CMIN OPPELT Court Minutes Barbara A Buchanan 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 3/19/2013 
Time: 2:49 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Val Larson 
Minutes Clerk: Linda Oppelt 
Tape Number: 2 
Defense Attorney: Paul Vogel 
Prosecutor: Shane Greenbank 
EXHB OPPELT Exhibit List Barbara A Buchanan 
NOFH OPPELT Notice of Hearing/Trial Barbara A Buchanan 
DCHH OPPELT Hearing result for Motion to Suppress scheduled Barbara A Buchanan 
on 03/19/2013 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Val Larson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: More Than 100 Pages 
CONT OPPELT Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Barbara A Buchanan 
on 03/28/2013 03:00 PM: Continued 
CONT OPPELT Hearing result for Jury Trial - 3 Days scheduled Barbara A Buchanan 
on 04/08/2013 09:00 AM: Continued 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Barbara A Buchanan 
05/02/2013 03:00 PM) 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial - 3 Days Barbara A Buchanan 
05/13/2013 09:00 AM) 
3/21/2013 MEMO HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Barbara A Buchanan 
Suppress 
4/1/2013 STIP OPPELT Stipulation for Extension of Time for Filing State's Barbara A Buchanan 
Brief 
ORDR OPPELT Order Granting Extension of Time For Filing Barbara A Buchanan 
State's Brief 
4/3/2013 MEMO OPPELT State's Supplemental Memorandum of Law Barbara A Buchanan 
4/5/2013 MEMO CMOORE Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Barbara A Buchanan 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress (18 pages) 
4/26/2013 APSC HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court Barbara A Buchanan 
NOTA HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL Barbara A Buchanan 
4/29/2013 CHJG HUMRICH Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
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Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 5/2/2013 
Time: 3:09 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Val Larson 
Minutes Clerk: Cherie Moore 
Tape Number: Ct 2 
Defense Attorney: Paul Vogel 
Prosecutor: Shane Greenbank 
Judge 
Barbara A. Buchanan 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Barbara A. Buchanan 
on 05/02/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Val Larson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 Pages 
Hearing result for Jury Trial - 3 Days scheduled Barbara A. Buchanan 
on 05/13/2013 09:00 AM: Continued 
Motion to Appoint Counsel at Public Expense Idaho Supreme Court 
Notice of Appeal Filed - from ISC; Docket Idaho Supreme Court 
#40999-2013 
Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal - by Idaho Supreme Court 
Valerie Larson for Motion to Suppress on 
3/19/2013 
Transcript Filed - Motion to Suppress on 3/19/201: Idaho Supreme Court 
Clerk's Records and transcript due 8/21/2013; per Idaho Supreme Court 
email from ISC 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/06/2013 02:30 Barbara A. Buchanan 
PM) to Appoint Counsel at Public Expense 
Court Minutes Barbara A. Buchanan 
Hearing type: Motion to Appoint Counsel at Public 
Expense 
Hearing date: 6/6/2013 
Time: 2:41 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Val Larson 
Minutes Clerk: Cherie Moore 
Tape Number: Ct 2 
Defense Attorney: Paul Vogel 
Prosecutor: Shane Greenbank 
Hearing result for Motion to Appoint Counsel at Barbara A. Buchanan 
Public Expense scheduled on 06/06/2013 02:30 
PM: District Court Hearing Held - Court Reporter: 
Val Larson - Number of Transcript Pages for this 
hearing estimated: less than 50 pages 
Hearing result for Motion to Appoint Counsel at Barbara A. Buchanan 
Public Expense scheduled on 06/06/2013 02:30 
PM: Motion Denied 
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IN THE DISTRCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRfCT OF THE 
STATEOF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER.:: 
,__e;.L. ·=""'', i ,,,J r. - _ 
STATE OF IDAHO Court Case Number(s): CR:-
Plaintiff, 
V. PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT 
HAYS, DORIS N., 
 
 PPD Incident#: 12-020186 
Defendant. 
L B. Koch 4009, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
1) I am a duly appointed, qualified, ,and acting peace officer in the State of Idaho and am employed 
by the Ponderay City Police Department; 
2) I am the same person whose name is subscribed to the attached Citation(s), if any. 
3) The Defendant was identified by: 
D Military ID D State ID Card 
~ Driver's License O Paperwork found 
0 Identity confirmed through in-house records. 
4) The Defendant is currently: 
D not in custody. 
~ in custody. 
D Student ID Card D Credit Card 
0 Verbal ID by defendant 
D Identified by witness: __ . 
5) I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed the crime(s) of: Poss. of 
Methamphetamine IC 37-2732©1, because of the following facts: 
[You must clearly articulate: 1) the facts giving rise to the stop/contact/investigation; 2) the 
facts regarding EVERY element of the offense(s) for which you believe PC exists: 3) why it is 
believed that the Defendant committed the offense(s): and 4) state the source of all 
information provided - stating what you observed and what you learned from someone else, 
and identifying such persons below]. 
On 10/12/12 at 2330 hours I was working stationarv radar enforcement on Hwv 95 
at Iil/m 474.8 when I visuallv estimated a northbound passenger car to be 
traveling at 55 mph. I activated mv forward facing stationarv radar getting a 
good reading of 56 mph in the posted 45 zone in violation oflC 49-654. I 
performed a traffic stop on the vehicle on the off ramp to Hw--.r 200 bv activating 
mv emergencv overhead lights. The vehicle in question was a red 1995 Saturn SC 
having Idaho plate 7BG5451. 
Note: I checked mv in car radar at the beginning and end ofmv shift and it was 
working correctlv. 
I contacted the driver and onlv occupant and explained the reason for the stop asking for her 
drivers license. proof of insurance and registration. She identified herself to be Doris Havs 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT (agency incident# 12-020186) 
14 
05/31/73 bv Idaho pictured drivers license. Hays was very nervous. her pupils were dilated 
and her voice and hands were shaking throughout the contact. I directed Havs to wait in her 
car while I completed citation 18984 for her inabilitv to provide proof of Liabilitv Insurance 
IC 49-1232. I immediatelv requested Deputv Osborn of the Bonner Countv Sheriffs Office 
to respond to mv location vvith his Narcotics K-9. as Havs' behavior was consistent with 
Stimulant use. 
\Vhile completing the Insurance citation Deputv Osborn.arrived and contacted Havs. \\'hile 
he was speaking with Havs. I saw her hand him a large clear baggie with unknmvn contents. 
Deputv Osborn showed me the baggie which contained Marijuana plant leaves per Hays' 
admission. I directed Havs out of her vehicle and explained the Insurance citation to her and 
gave her the copv. Deputv Osborn had deploved his K-9 Diesel to the exterior of Havs' 
vehicle and informed me he had alerted to the odor of Narcotics. Deputv Osborn then waited 
with Havs while I searched the vehicle. Located on the front passenger seat.was a large 
brovvn purse with various contents and several items with Havs' name on them including a 
pictured work identification badge. Within the purse I found a camouflage zippered pouch 
which I opened and saw a prescription bottle in the name of Doris Havs for 10 mg Adderall. 
Upon opening the bottle I found three small/clear baggies containing clear crvstals consistent 
with Methamphetamine. 2 snort tubes consistent with narcotic use having white residue in 
them and a Pall Mall cigarette pack that contained a Marijuana Joint/Cigarette. 
I re contacted Havs and placed her in custodv for Possession of Paraphernalia IC 37-2734A at 
0001 hours bv placin2. chained handcuffs on her and checking for tightness and double 
locking them. I then read Havs her Miranda Warnings in their entiretv and she nodded that 
she understood. Havs spoke freelv of having a prescription for Adderall and when asked whv 
she had snort tubes. admitted the Doctor who prescribed the medication for her did not 
authorize it to be snorted. She then told me I would not find amihing "bevond that" meaning 
the pill bottle which I located containing the Narcotics within her purse. At no time did Havs 
denv anv of the illegal items being hers. I completed the search of the vehicle finding 
nothing more of evidentiarv value. and Deputv Osborn performed a presumptive test on the 
crvstals found in Havs pill bottle and showed me it was positive for Metha:rnphetamine. After 
the positive test. I spoke with Havs {who was now in mv patrol car) and told her she was also 
now under arrest for Possession of Methamphetamine. After releasing the vehicle to Al's 
Towing and Impound. I transported Havs to the Bonner Countv Jail. While en route to the 
jail. Havs could not sit still or control her phvsical actions. When I told her it was because 
she was "tweaking" she said "veah". 
I then completed Citation 18985 charging Havs with Possession of Paraphernalia IC 37-
2734A. I also completed the pre booking form for Havs charging her with Possession of 
Methamphetamine IC 37-2732©1. While at the jail Havs admitted having used 
Methamphetamine approximatelv 5 hours prior to be stopped. and her behavior was eratic 
due to the drugs in her svstem. She also told me she uses Meth because it is cheaper to buv 
then her prescription medication as she does not have medical insurance. After leaving the 
jail I performed a presumptive test for Marijuana using an approved NIK kit on some of the 
plant material from the clear baggie and it was positive. 
Based on the presumptive test results I returned to the jail on 10/13/12 at 2130 hours and 
cited and released Havs for Possession of Marijuana under 3oz IC 37-2732©3. she 
voluntarilv signed the citation and was given her copv. 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT (agency incident# 12-020186) 015 
Both the suspected Methamphetamine and Marijuana are being sent to the State Lab for 
further analysis. 
[-if a drug offense has been committed, briefly explain your traznzng, experience and 
qualifications to identify the substance andlor paraphernalia at issue], 
I have attended the Northeastern Basic Police Academ_y. Idaho POST academv. several drug 
recognition/ interdiction courses and handled a narcotics K-9 for 3 years. 
[-if a drug offense has bea committed explain 1) what tests were peiformed and 2) what the 
results were]. 
Deputv Osborn used an approved NIK. kit to test the suspected narcotics found in Havs' purse. 
and the test was presumptivelv positive for Methamphetamine. I used an approved NIK kit to 
test the suspected Marijuana found in Havs' possession and it was presumptivelv positive for 
Marijuana. 
6) The events described above, which give rise to the criminal offenses believed to have been 
committed, occurred on or about the date(s) of 10/12/12, in: 
[gj The City of Ponderav, County of Bonner, State ofldaho: 
D Bonner County, State ofldaho. 
7) Based on the investigation detailed above [complete all that app(v]: 
l. D A Uniform Citation, number __ , was personally served on the Defendant for the 
Misdemeanor offense(s) detailed in paragraph 5 above. 
2. D A Uniform Citation, number __ , which is attached hereto, for the Misdemeanor 
offense( s) detailed in paragraph 5 above, has not yet been served on the defendant; 
a. D and a Complaint/Summons is requested. 
b. D and an Arrest Warrant is requested because: __ . 
3. [gj A request for the filing of a Felony Criminal Complaint has been made upon the 
Bonner County Prosecutor's Office for the Felony offense(s) detailed in paragraph 5. 
8) The following documents are attached hereto and are incorporated by reference: 
D Copy of Protection Order D Copy of NCO D Laboratory Report o __ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO 




By my signature, and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I 
hereby solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and 
documents that may be included herein truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, to the best of my 
information and belief. 
DATED this day 
SUBSCRIBED A..~ SWORN to before me this day 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDA \,TI (agency incident# 12-020186) 01G 
Residing in 
Commission Expires 




Incident NuIT~er: 12-020186 
Nature: Drugs 
Ponderay Police Department 





Addr= 209 Exit 475nb 
City: Ponderay 
Complainant& 
H95; Exit 475nb H95 
ST: ID Zip: 83852 
Area: PPD Ponderay Poli 
Contact: 4009 - Koc:-~ 
Lst: Fst: Mid: 
DOB: SSN: 
Rae: Sx: Tel: 
Offense Codes: CSPS CSDE CSPM 
Circumstances: 
Adr: 
Cty: ST: Zip: 






Agency: PPD CAD Call ~D: 348048 
Re~eived By: Farmin, M 





02:03:31 10/13/2012 CMPLT 











































Poss Controlled Substance 
Poss Controlled Substance + 
Drugs 
Al's Towing & Recovery, 
Hays, Doris Nepa 
Diesel, 
Drug Paraphernalia rse/Possess 
Poss Controlled Substance 
RED 1995 STRN SC2 ID 
23:31 10/12/2012 Drugs 
GRN Marijuana $20 
WHI Drugs Metharnphetamine $50 
MDL Paraphernalia $10 






Cont Subst/Possess S tics 
Controlled Subs/paraphenalia 




















LAW Incident Responders Detail 
Responding Officers 
Seq Name 
1 Koch, B 




Main Radio Log Table: 
Time/Date Typ 
02: 03:31 10/13/2012 l 
CO: 55:45 10/13/20l2 1 .... 
00:52:30 10/13/2012 l 




)0. 5n. ~? {- • ._I.....; 10/13/2012 l 
00: 38:01 10/13/2012 l 
00:20:01 10/13/2012 1 .J.. 
00: 1 '7 • ".)..., f .. -..I! 10/13/2012 l 
on. 
V • 04:31 10/13/2012 l 







































(MDC) rt incid#=l2-020186 call 
incid#=l2-020186 1778.9 call=l 
incid#=12-020187 put dog in ca 
rt for his part and put dog in 
shes in and out of coop 
incid#=l2-020:86 sm: 17 1 5.6 to 
als on scene 
copy tow 
next rotation for the vehicle 
Traffic Stop call=ll 
incid#=12-020187 Arrived on sc 
Narrative: 
Dispatch Summary Statement: Doris N. Hays (age 39 
possession of Methamphetamine, possession of Mari 
Paraphernalia in the 474800 bock of Hwy 95. 
OVERVIEW: 
of Sandpoint was arrested f 
uana and possession of 
While on routine patrol I performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for a speediLJ 
violation. Due to the suspicious behavior of the driver, Doris Hays, I 
requested a Narcotics K-9 while issuing an insurance citation. 0eputy Osborn 
arrived, he advised his K-9 alerted to the vehicle and narcotics were 
subsequently found. Hays was arrested for Possession of Methamphetamine, 
Possession of Paraphernalia and Cited for Possession of Marijuana. 
OFFENDER: Name: Hays, Doris N. 
  
  
Address: 307 Halley St. #11 Sandpoint, ID 83864 
08 304-0419 
EVIDENCE: 
1.7 orams Meth crystals 
1.3 grams Marijuana plant material 
Various Paraphernalia items 
AUDIO: unit 2 
VIDEO: unit 2 
PHOTOGRAPHS: yes 
CITATION#: 18984,18985,18986 
OFFICER(S INVOLVED: B. Koch 4009, Deputy D. Osborn BCSO 3C6 
J:-JARRATIVE: 
On 10/12/12 at 2330 hours I was working stationary radar enforcement on Hwy 95 
at m/m 474.8 when I visually estimated a northbound passenger car to be 
traveling at 55 mph. I activated my forward facing stationary radar getting a 
good reaciing of 56 mph in the posted 45 zone in violation of IC 49-654. I 
performed a traffic stop on the vehicle on the off ramp to Hwy 200 by activating 
mv emergency overhead lights. 
having Idaho plate 7BG5451. 
The vehicle in question was a red 1995 Saturn SC 
Note: 
wor 
I checked my in car radar at the beginning and end of my shift and it w~~ 
correctly. 
I contacted the driver and only occupant and explained the reason for the stop 
asking for her drivers license, proo urance and registration. She -
identified herself to be Doris Hays by Idaho pictured drivers  
Hays was very nervous, her pupils we  s,d and her voice and hands were 
shaking throughout the contact. I directed fays to wait in her car while I 
comp~.eted citation 13984 for her inability o provide proof of Liability 
Insurance IC 49-1232. I immediately reques 2d Deputy Osborn of the Bonner 
County Sheriff's Office to respond to my lo_ation with his Narc~tics K-9, as 
Hays' behavior was consistent with Stimulant use. 
While completing the Insurance citation Deputy Osborn arrived a.nd contacted 
Hays. While he was speaking with Hays, I saw her hand him a large clear baggie 
with unknown contents. Deputy Osbcrn showed me the baggie which contained 
Marijuana plant leaves per Hays' admission. I directed Hays out of her vehicle 
and explained the Insurance citation to her and gave her the copy. Deputy 
Osborn had ~eployed his K-9 Diesel to the exterior of Hays' vehicJe and informed 
me he .;d alerted to the oder cf Narcotics. Deputy Osbor~ then waited with Hays 
while I searched the vehicle. Located on the front passenger seat was a large 
brown se with various contents and several items with Hays' name en them 
incl ng a pictured work identification badge. Also on the seat were two blue 
tablets I later determined to be 10 mg Adderall. Within the purse I found a 
camouflage zippered pouch which I opened and saw a prescription bottle in the 
name of Doris Hays for 10 mg Adderall. on opening the bottle I found three 
small/clear baggies containing clea~ crystals consistent with Methamphetamine, 2 
snort tubes cons stent with narcotic use having white residue in them, 11 10 mg 
Adderall tablets and a Pall Mall cigarette pack that contained a Marijuana 
Joint/Cigarette. 
I re contacted Hays and placed her l o~. ~~ Po~session of Par3ph2rnalla -
37-2 34A at 0001 hours by placing chained handcuffs on her and checking for 
tightness and double locking them. I then read Hays her Miranda Warnings in 
their entirety and she nodded that she understood. Hays spoke freely of having 
a prescription for Adderall and when asked why she had snort tubes, admitted the 
Doctor who prescribed the medication for her did not authorize it to be snorted. 
She then told me I would not find anything "beyond that" meaning the pill 
bottle which I located containing the Narcotics within her purse. At no time 
did Hays deny any of the illegal items being hers. I completed the search cf 
the vehicle finding nothing more of evidentia value, and Deputy Osborn 
performed a presumptive test on the crystals in Hays pill bottle and 
showed me it was positive for Methamphetamine. After the positive test, I spoke 
with Hays (who was now in my patrol car) and told her she was also now under 
arrest for Possession of Methamphetamine. After releasing the vehicle to Al's 
7owing and Impound, I transported Hays to the Bonner County Jail. While en 
route to the jail, Hays could not sit still or control her physical actions. 
When I told her it was because she was "tweaking" she said "yeah". Deputy 
Osborn conducted a search of the vehicle as well, and released to me a gold in 
color make up compact with a mirror inside he had found in the glove box. On 
the face of the mirror was small crystal shards and white residue consistent 
with narcotic use. 
021 
I then completed Citation 18985 charging Hays with Possession of Paraphernalia 
IC 37-2734A. I also completed the pre booking form for Hays charging her with 
Possession of Methamphetamine IC 37-2732(c)l. While at the jail Hays admitted 
having used Methamphetamine approximately 5 hours prior to being stopped at her 
appartment, and her behavior was unstable due to the drugs in her system. Se 
also told me she uses Meth because it is , ·.eaper to buy then her prescription 
medication as she does not have medical insurance. After leaving the jail I 
performed a presumptive 'est for Marijuana using an approved 1\JIK kit on sorr,e of 
the plant material from ne clear baggie and it was positive. 
Based on the presumpti VE: ::est results I returned to the jail on 10 / 13 / 12 a· 213 O 
J:;::,urs and cited and relE -,sed Hays foe Possession of l'1!arijuana under 3oz IC 
37-2732(c)3, she volunt2. ily signed the citation and was givPn her copy. 
Beth the suspected Methamphetamine and ~arijuana are being se~t to the State Lab 
fer f~rther an~lysis. 




Felony Aff.i.davi t 
:?re Book Form 
Photos 
Vehicle Impound Form 
ST J ~ OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BONN~ . VS 
N DORIS N. HAYS CASE#: CR-i2-5i i5/CR-i2-5i 09 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS: 
CASE CALLED 141 to 146 DATE: 10/15/12 TIME: 1:15 
CTRM 
[==i Traffic 
4 JUDGE: HEISE CLERK: SANDRA RASOR 
~ First Appearance l=.J Pay or Appear l=.J Other 
APPEARANCES 
[iJ Defendant 
C::J Def Attorney 
IN CUSTODY 
FAIL URE TO APPEAR: 
CJ Other 
[R_J Pros. Attorney SHANE GREENBANK 
1 I Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence 
IT IS ORDERED: 
EJ Bench Warrant Issued $ Bond Bond Forfeited Referred to Prosecuting Attorney for probable cause to issue arrest warrant 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: CHARGE AMENDED: 
P. M. 
X Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by counsel. 
X Defendant advised of maximum penalties and penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant waives right to counsel and understands l=.J Hire own attorney. 
X Defendant sworn. 
X Public Defender appointed: 
Court denies court appointed counsel. Defendant waives right to Public Defender 
Matter continued to: at 
Preliminary hearing waived 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
~ Statutory time waived 
[KJ Set preliminary hearing 14 days 21 days 
DEFENDANT/JUDGE ENTERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
Defendant enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
Defendant is advised of rights waived on plea of guilty and understands 
Defendant denies that any threats or promises have been made. 
Pleas of guilty accepted by the court 
Set for SENTENCING on: at Judge: 
~ Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to sentencing date 
BAIL: 
Released on own recognizance 
Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
Released on bond previously posted 
Warrant of Attachment $ 
INDEX SPEAKER 
X bail set at: $ 20,000 Case/cnt: 
$ Case/cnt: 
$ Case/cnt: 
Days jail in lieu of fine/ costs 
PHASE OF CASE 
SG NO OBJECTION TO CONSOLIDATING 
J I WILL CONSOLIDATE THE MISDEMEANOR CHARGES WITH THE FELONY 
FIND PC TO SUPPORT THE CHARGE 
CLERK SHANE GREENBANK SWORN 
SG SWEAR INFORMATION IS TRUE AND CORRECT 






NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
FILED _______ _ 
AT .. . O'CLOCK_._:NI. 
CLERK OF~TiHE-t>JSTRIC:f COURT 
Deputy 
You have the right to remain silent. If you make any statements about your ca~e, y~~~ 
your right to remain silent and your statements could be used against you. 
You have the right to hire an attorney, and the right to a reasonable extension of time so that you can 
obtain an attorney, or you may represent yourself without an attorney. 
If you are indigent, there are some misdemeanors serious enough to allow you to make sworn 
application for an attorney at county expense. If an attorney is appointed for you, you could be 
required to repay the county at a later time. 
You have the right to a speedy trial by jury, or you may request a trial by a judge. 
You have the right to be present at your trial and to testify and cross-examine witnesses against you, 
but you cannot be forced to testify against your will. 
You have the right to present a defense to the charges against you, and the right to subpoena 
witnesses to court to testify in your defense at no expense to you. 
You are presumed innocent and the prosecution bears the burden of proving your guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
You have the right to appeal within forty-two days from the time your case is concluded. You must 
file a written notice with the Clerk of the Court indicating that you wish to appeal. 
You are required to notify the court of any change of address so long as your case is pending. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A MISDEMEANOR: 
The general penalty for a misdemeanor is a maximum fine of $1,000 plus court costs and a maximum 
jail sentence of 6 months. As with any general rule there are exceptions. The judge will notify you if 
there are different maximum penalties in your case. 
After your charge is read, you will be asked to enter a plea of guilty, enter a plea of not guilty, or 
request a continuance before entering a plea. 
If you enter a plea of not guilty, your case will be set for trial by the Calendar Clerk, and you or your 
attorney will be given notice of your trial date by mail. 
If you enter a plea of guilty, you will give up the rights outlined above except the right to an attorney 
and the right to appeal. A plea of guilty has the same effect as a finding of guilt at trial. 
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If you enter a plea of guilty, you may be sentenced at that time or sentencing may be scheduled for a 
future date. At sentencing you will be given a chance to make any explanation you think the judge 
should hear before sentence is imposed. 
If you are not a U.S. citizen, pleading guilty could result in your deportation or inability to become a 
legal U.S. citizen. 
If you are sentenced to pay a fine, you should be prepared to pay your fine at that time. If you are 
unable to pay, then you must ask the court for additional time to make payment. If you fail to pay 
fines and costs assessed by the Court, you could be found in contempt of Court and sentenced to 
additional jail or fines for contempt. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A FELONY: 
You have the additional right to a timely preliminary hearing in front of a Magistrate Judge. 
If you remain in custody, the preliminary hearing must be held within fourteen (14) days, or within 
twenty-one (21) days if you are not in custody. 
At the preliminary hearing the State bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence, 
meaning that it is more likely than not, 1) that the charged offense was committed within the 
jurisdiction, and 2) that you are the person who committed the offense. 
During the preliminary hearing you have the right to be represented by counsel and to cross-examine 
the State's witnesses and call witnesses to testify in your defense. 
If the State carries its burden of proof at the preliminary hearing, or if you decide to waive your right to 
a preliminary hearing, the Magistrate Judge will enter an order setting a date for you to appear before 
a District Court Judge for arraignment, at which time you will be asked by the District Judge to enter a 
plea of guilty or not guilty to the felony charge(s). 
If the Magistrate Judge determines that the State has not carried its burden of proof at the preliminary 
hearing, an order dismissing the charge "without prejudice" will be entered, which means that the 
State has the option to refile the charge against you. 
READ AND UNDER 
/ 
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~AD 0 JUVENILE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
FILED ____ _ 
AT O'Clock 
CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
JJo~~~~ATION FOR BONNER co~~!!'/~~[F'~ ~F1!J:E 
/ /L¢cJ5 /'1- fJ ,/-+r~ - s:-7°7 
(SUBJECT'S FIRSTNA1\1E) (SUBJECT'S MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECT'S LASTNA:\1E) 
r%v~~ ~ 
f/'>d <; //l- /---- I z_ I'/ 7> J/ ~UBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: ---11~(_.../~-~(---C-.:> __ _,_ _ ______ AT_-"-'! lc_=c:; ____ T_M 
:P<l_ SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE OR'D )<1_ REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
f [ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER ao 
] BE RELEASEDTIME SERVED l,>LBOND $ 2(::!c:__;~' 
[ J BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTH 
] AUTHOR!ZA TION TO TRA.NSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [ ] ____ DAYS IMPOSED 
[ ] DAYS SUSPENDED 
[ ] TO SERVE 
[ ] DAYS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE 80:'.';\;ER COUNTY JAIL ON:------------- M 
) BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED WEEKLY ON: AT____ M 
f l SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEAL TH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE 
IN THE IDAHO ST A TE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPE1'iDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
AS CONDITION OF PROB.A TION. SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO ,K"~,,.,;1 AJ / r0 (.4S70?:-'.'· 13/,; c_ s~ ~: f'-:;z--'=o,..:;.;.\==:/=....:~~.:....:._:_. ,; .-.-oc--=,,-. -'----===-=..::........:=--~-,,,.....-------
PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 
0 2 fj . 
~F JUDGE'S SIGNATURE needed) 
RON ll?ll Rev 1//l4 
L l: 0!;21 
IN THE DISTRCT-COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D1STRICTt5F-THE 
STATEOF IDAHO. IN A._'l\1D FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plruntiff, 
Case Number(~)~ CR: 
V. 




PFC Incident#: 12-020186 
The above-named Defendant having been charged with, or arrested for, the offense(s) of: 
Poss. of Methamphetamine IC 37-2732©1, and the court having examined the affidavit of B. Koch 
4009. and any attached documentation, the Court finds a substantial and factual basis for believing 
that the offense( s) has/have been committed and that the Defendant committed it/them. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
0 a Criminal Summons may be issued for the above-named Defendant, giving the 
Defendant a date certain to appear before the Court. 
J a Warrant may be issued for the arrest of the above-named Defendant, or, ifs/he 
has been arrested vvithout warrant, that the Defendant may be detained and that 
s/he may be require.d to post bail prior to his release. 
DATED this Ji day of O J--
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the -:c day of _0_C_"":, __ , ;. ' \~ a true and correct copy of this Order 
Finding Probable Cause was caused to be served as follows: 
Ponderay City Prosecutor 
[] 10.M. 
Ponderav Po]jce Department 
[ ] Fax: (208) 265-5226 [via fax onry if PC was not found] 
[ J I.O.M. 
Bonner County Prosecutor - [serve only if a Felony is/was alleged] 
l ]\-Fax: (208) 263-6726 [ via fax only if Felony PC was not foundJ 
[~.O.M. 
Clerk/ Deputy Clerk 
----~------- ----- ---
ORDER FINGING PROBABLE CAUSE 02? 
ccrJ!tT"Y 
F ~F~ST JUGi i~S CT 
IN THE DISTRCT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATEOF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BQ~¥- l 5 A. 8: 3 8 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, DEPUTY 
V. PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT 
HAYS, DORIS N., 
  
 PPD Incident#: 12-020186 
Defendant. 
I; B. Koch 4009, the undersigne-d, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
1) I am a duly appointed, qualified, and acting peace officer in the State of Idaho and am employed 
by the Ponderay City Police Department; 
2) I am the same person whose name is subscribed to the attached Citation(s), if any. 
3) The Defendant was identified by: 
D Military ID D State ID Card 
l'8J Driver's License D Paperwork found 
D Identity confirmed through in-house records. 
4) The Defendant is currently: 
D not in custody. 
[8J in custodv. 
D Student ID Card D Credit Card 
D Verbal ID by defendant 
D Identified by "'itness: __ . 
5) J believe !hat there is probab!e cause to believe the defendant committed the crime(s) of: Poss. of 
Methamphetamine IC 37-2732©1. because of the following facts: 
[You must clearly articul.ate.· 1) the facts giving rise to {he stop/contact/investigation; 2) the 
facts regarding EVERY element of the offense(s) for which you believe PC e..Y:ists; 3) why it is 
believed that the Defendant ·committed the o.tfense(s); and 4) state the source of all 
irifonnation provided - stating what you observed and what you learned from someone else, 
and identifying such persons below]. 
On 10/12/12 at 2330 hours I was working stationarv radar enforcement on Hwv 95 
at m/m 474.8 when I '"isuallv estimated a northbound passenger car to be 
traveling at 55 mph. I activated mv forward facing stationary radar getting a 
good reading of 56 mph in the posted 45 zone in violation ofIC 49-654. I 
performed a traffic stop on the vehicle on the off ramp to Hwv 200 bv activating 
my emergency overhead lights. The vehicle in question was a red 1995 Saturn SC 
having Idaho plate 7BG5451. 
Note: I checked mv in car radar at the beginning and end of mv shift and it was 
working correctly. 
I contacted the driver and only occupant and explained the reason for the stop as.king for her 
drivers license, proof of insurance and recistration. She identified herself to be Doris Havs 
.PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT ( agency incident# 12-020186) 
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05/31/73 bv Idaho pictured drivers license. Hays was verv nervous. her pupils were dilated 
and her voice and hands were shaking throughout the contact. I directed Havs to wait in her 
car while I completed citation 18984 for her inability to provide proof of Liabilitv Insurance 
IC 49-1232. I immediatelv requested Deputv Osborn of the Bonner Countv Sheriff's Office 
to respond to mv location with his Narcotics K-9. as Ha.vs' behavior was consistent v.1ith 
Stimulant use. 
Vv'hile completing the Insurance citation Deputv Osborn arrived and contacted Hays. \\'bile 
he was speaking with Hays. I saw her hand him a large clear bageie ,.vith unknmvn contents_ 
Deputv Osborn showed me the baggie which contained· Marijuana plant leaves per Havs' 
admission. I directed Hays out of her vehicle and explained the Insurance citation to her and 
gave her the copy. Deputv Osborn had deployed his K-9 Diesel to the e}.'terior of Havs' 
vehicle and informed me he had a1erte.d to the odor of Narcotics. Deputy Osborn then waited 
with Havs while I searched the vehicle. Located on the front passenger seat was a large 
bro'\\-n purse vvith various contents and several items with Havs' name on them including a 
pictured work identification badge. Within the purse I found a camouflage zippere.d pouch 
which I opened and saw a prescription bottle in the name of Doris Havs for 10 mg Adderall. 
Upon opening the bottle I found three small/clear baggies containing dear crystals consistent 
with Methamphetamine, 2 snort tubes consistent with narcotic use having white residue in 
them and a Pall Mall cigarette pack that contained a Marijuana Joint/Cigarette. 
I re contacted Havs and placed her in custodv for Possession of Paraphernalia IC 37-2734A at 
0001 hours bv placing chained handcuffs on her and checkine for tightness and double 
locking them. I then read Havs her Miranda Warnings in their entiretv and she nodded that 
she understood. Havs spoke free]v of having a prescription for Adderall and when asked why 
she had snort tubes. admitted the Doctor who prescribed the medication for her did not 
authorize it to be snorted. She then told me I would not fmd any1hing "beyond thatn meaning 
the pill bottle which I located containing the Narcotics within her purse. At no time did Havs 
denv anv of the illegal items being hers. I completed the search of the vehicle fmding 
nothing more of evidentiarv value. and Deputv Osborn perfonned a presumptive test on the 
crvstals found in Hays pill bottle and showed me it was positive for Methamphetarnine. After 
the positive test, 1 spoke with Havs (who was now in mv patrol car) and told her she was also 
now under arrest for Possession of Meth.amphetamine. After releasing the vehicle to Al's 
Towing and Impound, I transported Hays to the Bonner Countv Jajl. While en route to the 
jail, Hays could not sit still or control her physical actions. Wnen I told her it was because 
she was "tweaking" she said "yeah". 
I then completed Citation 18985 charging Hays with Possession of Paraphernalia IC 37-
2734A. I also completed the pre booking form for Hays charging her with Possession of 
Metha:mphetamine IC 37-2732©1. Vvnile at the jail Hays admitted having used 
Methamphetamine approximately 5 hours prior to be stopped and her behavior was eratic 
due to the drugs in her svstem. She also told me she uses Meth because it is cheaper to buv 
then her prescription medication as she does not have medical insurance. After leavin2 the: 
jail I perfonned a presumptive test for Marijuana using an approved NIK kit on some of the 
plant material from the clear baggie and it was positive. 
Based on the presumptive test results I returned to the jail on 10i13/12 at 'J 130 hours and 
cited and released Hays for Possession of Marijuana under 3oz IC 37-2732©3. she 
voluntariiv signed the citation and was 1riven her copv. 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDA \,~T (agency incident# 12-020186) 
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Both the suspected Methamphetamine and Marijuana are being sent to the State Lab for 
further analysis. 
[.lf a drug offense has been committed, briefly explain your trammg, experience and 
qualifications to identify the substance cmd/or paraphemalia at issue], 
I have attended the Northeastern Basic Police Academy. Idaho POST academv, several drug 
recognition/ interdiction courses and handled a narcotics K-9 for 3 vears. 
[lf a drug offense has been committed explain 1) what tests were peiformed and 2) what the 
results were]. 
Deputv Osborn used an approved NIK kit to test the suspected narcotics found in Hays' purse. 
and the test was presumptivelv positive for Methamphetamine. I used an approved NIK kit to 
test the suspected Marijuana found in Havs' possession and it was presumptively positive for 
Marijuana. 
6) The events described above, which give rise to the criminal offenses believed to have been 
committed, occurred on or about the date( s) of l 0/12i 12. in: 
[?si The City of Ponderav, County of Bonner, State ofldaho; 
D Bonner County, State· ofldaho. 
7) Based on the investigation detailed above [complete all that apply]: 
1. 0 A Uniform Citation, number __ , was personally served on the Defendant for the 
Misdemeanor offense(s) detailed in paragraph 5 above. 
2. D A Uniform Citation, number __ , which is attached hereto, for the Misdemeanor 
o:ffense(s) detailed in para,,,oraph 5 above, has not yet been served on the defendant; 
a. D and a ComplaintiSummons is requested. 
b. D and an Arrest Warrant is requested because: __ . 
3. rgJ A request for the filing of a Felony Criminal Complaint has been made upon the 
Bonner County Prosecutor's Office for the Felony offense(s) detailed in paragraph 5. 
8) The following documents are attache.d hereto and are incorporated by reference: 
D Copy of Protection Order D Copy of NCO D Laboratory Report o __ .
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
) 
By my signature, and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I 
hereby solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and 
documents that may be included herein truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, to the best of my 
information and belief. 
DATED this --1!/._ day of_.w;;.O_,,C,__):::.____--' 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT (agency incident# 12-020186) 03 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT (agency incident# 12-020186) 
Notary Public for Idaho 
P~]~>£l, 'Xcl 'F°5t75"'k 
Residing in , 




127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
(208) 263-6726 (facsimile) 
Assigned Prosecutor: 
SHANE GREENBANK ---
IN THE DISTR;[CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
V. 




Case No: CR-2012-5115 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
AGENCY: PPD# 12-020186 
COMES NOW, Shane Greenbank, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for 
Bonner County, State of Idaho, and being first duly sworn under oath, complains that 
the above named defendant did commit the crime of: POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, METHAMPHETAMINE, a Felony offense per 
Idaho Code §37-2732(c)(1), committed as follows: 
The Defendant, DORIS NEPA HAYS, on or about the 12th day of October, 
2012, in the County of Bonner, State of Idaho, did unlavvfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-,vit: Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 1 of 2 
032 
to law. 
WHEREFORE, Complainant prays that the Defendant be dealt with according 
DATED this 15th day of October, 2012. 
SHt\NE yRE:E~BANK:coMPLAINANf 
CHfEF DEPUfY PROSECUTOR 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 15th day of October, 2012. 
MAGISTRATE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 of 2 
033 
FILED-----'---'--'----'='---=--'-· __ AT 
CLERK OF r HE DISTRICT COU 
BY _____ _.....~ _____ DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
CASE 
DEFENDANT/ PARENT/ GUARDIAN 
 -----J FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a juvenile, please answer the following questions as they apply to his/her 
parents or legal guardian. 
I, the above named defendant, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say in support of my request for court appointed 
counsel: q\,.,, ~ Al I \) 
My current address is:_-\--~...;_:,--_ __,___.z_""'-......:::::::.+----"'.j//1!_;_,~ 'Pr-~b'-·...!!:'-'--+"'~---~~""'----1-~-+-_!LJ;;J..-
(Street or P.O. Box City State 
My current telephone number or message ph.one is: ? ~ Li - 0~ \ ~, " ~bl=+ ~ \ 
: - s e "'/--
That I have been charged with the crime of B,~:c ~' 1 ~~, e.\~ C {~ '~ r·, \J..... ":) "f' ./ 
in the above entitled court and request the court to appoint counsel a~ounty expense to represent n::ie\ that I agree. if or-
dered by the Court. to refund to said County such sum as the court may fix for the cost of my ~fense. upon such 
terms as the court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed:~yes __ no B. Spouse Employed: __ yes ~-
C. If not employed, or self-emA1oyed, Jast date o 
\ ' 
D. My employer is/was:-.,,,--+-fr\:-'4'c-l +-""~---"-A--*--'"--+~lsx---:-l----t,;-H--H--:::::::,,,,.-==:...--. _________ _ 
Address:--l.-+-+-V--1-~_.--.::__!::___~--V::____:__ __ __:~.a:,,rl==~=t---------------
2. INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse, if married): 
Wages before deductions 
Less Deductions 
Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Net Monthly Wages 
3. EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment 
Utilities 
Clothing w~ 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - 1 
$ ___ _ Child Care 
Recreation 
0 ~ ~:\.)}; ~ e: ~cal 
Y\,,t-a r Qv ~) 0 J,. ~ 
$ ____ _ 
$ __ _ 
$ __ ,';'--+,~-,-r-, 
1 (A 'y1 C>\.e !,/V,.}-'---' 
\ ' 'I u 
(Rev. 1/00) BON - 021 
3. EXPENSES MONTHLY (Continued): 
sportation $-=::=::::;:;;- Insurance 
/ , oi $ - _ Other: (Specify) 
Food $ (J,;7 ' l1! ---=-____ $ ___ _ 
DEBTS: Creditor Chu::{Ui Y~-'1 ~l~p11+t C 1 5Q Total$ '"r;: c;-i~ $. _____ per mo. 
Creditor _________________ Total $ 1 mo. 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at 
$ r'c:'TI\y--
: ~ 
D. I (we) own real property valued at $ _____ d-----






The above named defendant _____ parent guardian appeared before the court on the 
aforesaid charge and reque7'd the aid of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and having personally exam-
ined the applicant; ORDERS DENIES the appointment of the service of counsel in all matters 
pertaining to this action at county expense. 
The ____ defendant ____ parent guardian is required to reimburse the county for the services of 
counsel, at a rate of per month, commencing , 20 __ and continuing until 
notified by the court. 
·10 f\/. 4~ I 1 DATED this--~- day of ----+o--+-___,_~ ..... A_~-----' 2o_J__q-
<j)1~ a.~ 
JUD 
Custody Status: In Out Copies To: 
Prosecuting Attorney ____________ _ 
Public Defender 
[ ] Public Defender notified by phone 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - 2 035 (Rev. 1/00) BON - 021 
Continental Heritage Insurance Company 
an Iowa Corporation 
BAIL BOND DIVISION 
P.O. Box 4316 • Davenport, Iowa 53808 
Phone (319) 326-5366 • Fax .(319) 326-2103 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs 
ft- "'., F -"--- ; f 
- i-, 
COUNTY OF • 
OF IDAHO 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That we, Quick Release Bail Bonds as principal 
and CONTINENTAL HERITAGE INSURANCE CORPORATION are firmly bound 
for the payment whereof well and truly to be made we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, 
-administrators, successors and assignes, jointly and severally by these presents. The 
condition of this obligation is such that if said defendant appear at the next regular 
or special term of the court to be 
held in and for said county to answer a charge (s) r-. 
and shall appear from day to day and term to term of said court and shall not depart from 
same without leave then this obligation to be void as to remain in full force and virtue. 
l 3SF,LLC 
DBA Quick Release Bail Bond Co. 




~fayfield Hts .. OH 44124 
440) 229-3420 • (866: 489-6639 POWER AMOUNT 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that the Continental Heritage Insurance Company. a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the Stare of Florida and 
authority of the Resolution adopwd by the Board of Directors unanimous \IJritten consem on January 26, 1993, which said Resolution not been amended or rescinded, does 
appoim: and by these presents does make, constitute and appoint rb.e named agem its rru.e and lawful Attorney-in-Fact 
on its behalf and as act and deed. 
Court 
Attorney-in-Fact 
FOR STATE USE ONLY 
NOT VALID !F ISSUED IN FEDERA:.. COURT 
BLUE • ORIGINAL FOR COURT P!NK • COPY FOR COMPANY YELLOW • COPY FOR AGENT WHITE - COPY FOR INDEI\IIN!TOR 
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BON'NER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
JANET K. WHITNEY (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'.1NER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 










CASE NUMBER CR-12-0005115 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND REQUEST 
FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARI?\G 
COMES NOW Janet K. \Vhitney, Chief Deputy Public Defender, and pursuant to Court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matteL and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits 
set forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5.1. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under 
the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under 
Article I, § 13 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho and all prophylactic measures imposed 
upon the State pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited 
to, the right to remain silent and the right to counsel. 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR 
TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING Page 1 
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Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and 
Federal statutory and constitutional rights to speedy triai of this matter. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: -----------...:....-
JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify th~t a t~e and correct _copy of the for9gQi:,g~ personally served by placing a 
copy of the same m the mteroffice mailbox on the ! --1 ~··· day of October, 201 addressed to: 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR 
TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING Page 2 
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B01\1NER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
JANET K. WHITNEY (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-12-0005115 
DEFENDANT'S PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through her attorney, Janet K. \X/hitney, Chief 
Deputy Public Defender, and enters a plea of NOT GUILTY to all misdemeanor charges in this 
case and demands a speedy jury trial on those misdemeanor charges. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her 
under the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and 
under Article I, § 13 of the Constitution of the State ofldaho and all prophylactic measures 
DEFENDANT'S PLEA OF NOT GUil TY AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL Page 1 
4 
imposed upon the State pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily 
limited to, the right to remain silent and the right to counsel. 
DATED this--,~-- day of October, 2012. 
OFFICE OF THE BON'NER 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: -------------,,--; 
JANET K. W1-IITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fo;r~o~s personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the / + 1 day of October, 2012, addressed to: 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
DEFENDANT'S PLEA OF NOT GUil TY AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL Page 2 
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BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
JANET K. WHITNEY (ISBN: 6624) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889: Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN .-\ND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
V. 














PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules, the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the 
United States, and Article I, § 1, 2, 13 and 17 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho requests 
discovery and inspection of all materials discoverable by defendant per LC .R. 16 b ( 1-8) and the 
aforementioned Constitutional provisions including but not limited to the following information, 
evidence and materials: 
I. Any relevant or recorded statements made by the defendant and copies thereof, \Yhen 
in the possession, custody or control of the State, the existence of which is knm;.,n or which is 
available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence, and also the substance of 
any relevant or oral statement made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Page 1 
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officer, prosecuting attorney or his agent, and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a 
Grand Jury which relates to the offense charged. 
2. Any written or recorded statements by a co-defendant, and the substance of any 
relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before or after arrest in response to 
interrogation by any person known by the co-defendant to be a peace officer or agent of the 
prosecuting attorney, or which are otherwise relevant to the offense charged. 
3. A copy of the defendant's prior record or criminal history report including all fifty 
states, if any, as is then or may become available to the prosecuting attorney. 
4. Books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, and copies and portions 
thereof, which are in the possession or control of the prosecuting attorney and which are material 
to the preparation of the defense. or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at triaL or 
obtained from or belonging to the defendant. 
5. The results of reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or 
experiments made in connections with this particular case, and copies thereof. within the 
possession or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is known or is available 
to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
6. A v.Titten list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge ofrelevant 
facts who may be called by the prosecuting attorney as v.itnesses at trial, together \vith a NCIC 
report or criminal history report including all fifty states and a Spillman report of any such 
persons. Also the statements made by the prosecution witnesses, or prospective \Vitnesses, made 
to the prosecuting attorney or his agents, or to any official involved in the investigatory process 
of the case. 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Page 2 
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7. All reports, memoranda, audio and/or video recordings in the possession of the 
prosecuting attorney or which may come into the possession of the prosecuting attorney or in the 
possession of law enforcement which were made by a police officer or any investigator or any 
agent of the State or person or entity acting in such capacity in connection with the investigation 
or the prosecution of this case. 
8. The underlying facts or data that form the basis of any expert testimony pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 705. 
9. All documentation in support of or in connection with any search warrant issued in 
connection with this case, applications for search warrants (whether granted or denied), all 
affidavits, declarations and materials in support of such search warrants, all search warrants and 
all search warrant returns. 
10. All material evidence within the scope of Brady v .. Maryland 373 U.S. 83 (1963), 
[/nired Stares v. Agurs. 427 U.S. 97 (1976), Kyles v. rVhitley, 
( 1995) and their progeny. 
U.S. __ , 115 S.Ct. 1555 
11. The existence and substance of any payments, promises of leniency, preferential 
treatment or other inducements or threats made to prospective witnesses, within the scope of 
United States v. Giglio, 405 U.S. 150 (1972) and Napue v. Illinois, 362 U.S. 264 (1959) and 
their progeny. 
12. Disclose whether a defendant or any other person was identified by any lineup, 
showup, photo spread or similar identification proceeding relating to the offense charged, and 
produce any pictures utilized or resulting therefrom and the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of all identifying witnesses. 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Page 3 
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13. The criminal record of any and all witnesses who will testify for the State at trial. 
14. All rough notes or field notes of any agents or officers of the State involved in this 
case. 
15. Inform the defendant of the government's intention to introduce proof during its case 
in chief of evidence pursuant to Rule 404(b) I.R.E. 
16. State whether the defendant was an aggrieved person, as defined by 18 U.S.C. § 
2510(11) of any electronic surveillance, and if so, set forth in detail the circumstances thereof. 
17. Provide a copy of all documentation generated as a result of performed drug tests 
by the State for drug identification purposes, including types of testing performed in this case, 
testing procedures, reagents and/or solvents used in testing, comparative analyses performed. and 
number of experiments performed in each test. 
I 8. Provide copies of each and every Subpoena issued by the State to any person or 
entity, regardless of whether served or not, in connection with this case. 
The undersigned further requests permission to inspect and copy said information, 
evidence and materials within FOURTEEN (14) days of this request, unless this information is 
given to this office at a sooner time. 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Page 4 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
COlJNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: --------------
JANET K. WHITNEY 
CHIEF DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
045 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the for~ing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the ~ day of October, 2012, addressed to: 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Pages 
0 4 f:i 
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BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 












DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND YOUR ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney, pursuant to I.C.R. 
16, requests discovery, inspection and copies of the following information and materials: 
1. Any and all books, papers documents, photographs, tangible objects, and copies or 
portions thereof, that are \'vi.thin the possession, custody or control of the Defendant 
and which the Defendant intends to introduce as evidence at the trial in this case. 
2. Any and all results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests 
or experiments made in connection ,vith this case that are within the possession, 
custody or control of the Defendant and vvhich the Defendant intends to introduce as 
e,idence at the trial in this case, or which were prepared by a \/\itness whom the 
Defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports relate to the 
testimony of that \/\itness. 
3. Names and addresses of all ,,vitnesses the Defendant intends to have testify at the trial 
in this case. 
PLA.Th'TIFF'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 1 of 2 4 7 
FURTHER, the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney demands a vvritten summary or 
report of any testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703, or 705 
of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or hearing. Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4), the 
report must describe the witness's qualifications, opinions, and the facts and data of those 
opinions. 
FURTHER, the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney demands, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§19-519 and Idaho Criminal Rule 12.1, a vvritten notice of Defendant's intention to offer a 
defense of alibi and all information pertaining thereto discoverable under said rule. 
FURTHER, the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney requests that the Defendant provide 
the same materials ·within Fourteen (14) days of the date of service of this request at our office at 
127 S. First Avenue, in the City of Sandpoint, Idaho, unless this information and material is 
given to the Bonner County Prosecutor at a sooner time. 
DATED this 24th day of October, 2012. 
Shane Gr~nban , 
Chief Deputy Prosecutor 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 24th day of October, 2012, I caused to be served true and 
correct copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Janet Whitney- Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
Copy served via: Courthouse Mail 
PIAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 2 of 2 048 
Nancy Jo;Mnson, Legal Assistant 
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Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF BONNER 







Case No: CR-2012-5115 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following response to request for discovery: 
1) Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(a), the defendant is hereby informed that the 
prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is exculpatory on its face relating to the offense 
charged other than that which may be included in the discovered reports. With regards to 
evidence that may be exculpatory, as used or interpreted, the prosecution requests that counsel 
submit, in v\Titing, the defense to be asserted in this case so that the prosecution may review its 
file to determine if any facts, evidence or ,vitnesses may be material to the preparation of the 
defense. 
2) The State has complied vvith the discovery request by furnishing the follov\ing 
information, e\idence and materials: 




Current Inmate Information Summary 
Probable Cause Affidavit Ofc. B. Koch - PPD 
Order Finding Probable Cause 
Pol. Rpt. #12-020186- Ofc. B. Koch - PPD 
PIAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 1 of 4 





LAW Incident Table 
Pol. Rpt. #12-020187 - Dep. D. Osborn - BCSO 
Record Check 
CD-Photos 
DVD - Car Video 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Protected information, to-,,vit: Contact information, personal identifying information and 
private information, may have been redacted in the provided discovery per Idaho Criminal Rule 
16(d). If the Attorney for the Defendant wishes to review this information, please contact the 
Prosecuting Attorney assigned to handle the case. Please note, in the event the prosecution has 
no objection to providing unredacted copies of protected information on colored paper, the 
information shall not be shared v\ith the defendant or the defendant's family ,vithout the explicit 
,,Titten consent of the prosecutor assigned to handle the case. 
3) Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b)(3), a copy of the defendant's prior criminal 
record as is currently known to the prosecutor has been provided. This serves as notice of the 
intention to use the defendant's criminal history should any fall under evidence rule 609 and any 
relevant prior bad acts as identified in the case report. 
4) Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b)(6), a record of any prior Felony convictions 
knmvn to the prosecutor of persons that the prosecutor intends to call as v\itnesses at hearing or 
trial will be provided when the case is set for trial. 
5) Pursuant to Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant 
that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof that are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents, that are in the possession, custody or control 
of the Prosecuting Attorney and that are material to the preparation of the defense, or intended 
for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the Defendant. 
6) The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to 
inspect and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection ,,vith the particular case, or copies thereof, 
·which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are within the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 2 of 4 
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7) The State reserves the right to call on any witnesses listed in the provided discovery or 
listed in the underlying police report(s). In addition, Plaintiff may call the following v.itnesses: 
1. List of witnesses: 
1. Officer Brian Koch - PPD 
2. Deputy Darren Osborn - BCSO 
8) The State reserves the right to call on any ,vitnesses listed in the prmided discovery or 
listed in any underl)ing reports or documentation submitted by the defense. 
9) NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE RULE 404(b) EVIDENCE: Pursuant to Rule 
404(b), the State hereby provides notice of its intent to use any and all of the e,idence / 
testimony described or referred to in the provided discovery. 
10) NOTICE is hereby given that any Information to be filed in this matter may include a 
Deadly Weapons Enhancement and/or a Habitual Offender Enhancement if 
applicable. 
11) The Prosecuting Attorney objects to any request beyond the scope of I.C.R. 16, and 
specifically objects to any request for copies of subpoenas issued by the state in this matter, for 
any v.itness's NCIC or Spillman report, and for any of the ,-vitness's misdemeanor criminal 
history under Ramirez v. State, 119 Idaho 1037 (Ct.App. 1991) and Queen v. State, 146 Idaho 502 
(Ct.App. 2008). 
12) Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(±) and I.R.E. 509, the Prosecuting Attorney hereby asserts its 
privilege(s) and objects to any request ·which qualifies as work product and/or which might have 
the tendency of compromising the identity of any informants. 
13) The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. Should 
the State become aware of additional material or information subject to disclosure, and '"'ithin 
the prosecutions possession or control, the State \\'ill notify the defendant pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED this 24th day of October, 2012. 
Shane Greenbank, ISB# 7845 
Chief Deputy Prosecutor 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 3 of 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 24th day of October, 2012, I caused to be served true and 
correct copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Janet Whitney - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
Copy served via: Courthouse Mail 
Nancy J ohrn~on, Legal Assistant 
\J 
PIAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- page 4 of 4 
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Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
'V. 







Case No: CR-2012-5160 
PIAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
follmving Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: 
Page (s): 18 - 20 Lab Report #C20122560 
21-25 
26- 27 
Forensic Scientist's facts and data 
Forensic Scientist's Curriculum Vitae 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Protected information, to-wit: Contact information, personal identifying information and 
private information, may have been redacted in the provided discovery per Idaho Criminal Rule 
16(d). If the Attorney for the Defendant vvishes to review this information, please contact the 
Prosecuting Attorney assigned to handle the case. Please note, in the event the prosecution has 
no objection to providing unredacted copies of protected information on colored paper, the 
information shall not be shared with the defendant or the defendant's family v\ithout the explicit 
written consent of the prosecutor assigned to handle the case. 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST {PS- l}ISCOVERY - page 1 of 3 
The State reserves the right to call on any witnesses listed in the provided discovery or 
listed in the underlying police report(s). Further, the State may call the following additional 
,ivitness(es): 
1. Tina Mattox 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
615 W. Wilbur Avenue - Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
This v\itness, who \!\ill provide expert testimony at hearing or trial, is a 
Forensic Scientist employed by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services. As 
this ,,vitness is the scientist who performed the tests, analysis, and/or 
comparisons relating to the laboratory report(s) in this matter, this witness 
will testify as to his/her qualifications, opinions, and the facts and data 
utilized in forming the opinions. Copies of the laboratory report(s), facts 
and data (i.e., case notes), and the Curriculum Vitae of this \,vitness is being 
provided at this time as described above, or ,,vill be provided through 
Supplemental Discovery as the material is received by the prosecutor's 
office. 
Further, the State reserves the right to call on any witnesses listed in the provided discovery 
or listed in any underlying reports or documentation submitted by the defense 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are v\ithin the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is knmvn or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - page 2 of 3 
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Should the State become aware of additional material or information subject to disclosure, 
the State ,vill notify the defendant pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED this 27th day of October, 2012. 
Shane Greenbank, ISB# 7 
Chief Deputy Prosecutor 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 27th day of October, 2012, I caused to be served true and correct 
copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
Copy served via: Courthouse Mail 
and Faxed 
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-- BONNER COUNTY PROSECUfING ATTORNEY 127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICL,\L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
V. 








Case No: CR-2012-4884 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: 




Narrative from cell phone download 
DVD - HTC SD Card 
HTC - Rhyme Model ADR6330 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Some personal information such as social security numbers, dates of birth and perhaps 
addresses may have been redacted in this discovery response. If the Attorney for the Defendant 
vdshes to review this information, please contact the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney to speak 
vvith the Prosecutor/Deputy Prosecutor in charge of the case. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
PIAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - page 1 of 2 
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photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection vvith the particular case, or copies thereof, 
which are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and which are \·vithin the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is knovvn or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
Should the State become aware of additional material or information subject to disclosure, 
the State vvill notify the defendant pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED this 29th day of October, 2012. 
Shane Greenbank, ISB# 7845 
Chief Deputy Prosecutor 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of October, 2012, I caused to be served true and 
correct copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Isabella Robertson - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
Copy served via: Courthouse Mail 
Nancy J;bhnson, Legal Assistant 
j 
V 
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Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Pb: (208} 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DOR1S NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
I 
I CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
I 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF 
COUNSEL 
TO: The State of Idaho and Bonner County Chief Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney, SHANEL. GREE~~ANK 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that JANET WHITNEY hereby withdraws as 
Counsel for DOR1S NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant and that Paul William 
Vogel, P.A., Attorney at Law, hereby substitutes in as counsel ofrecord. 
All further pleadings and notices in this matter should be forwarded to: Paul William 
Vogel, P.A., Attorney at Law, P .0. Box 1828, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864-0903. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL- 1 
Dated mis ~7) day of October. 2012. 
TWHITNEY 
Cowity Public Defender 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL 
Attorriey for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I heteby certify that on thi.s _________ day of October, 2012, a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL was deliv~ via hand del,vc:cy to: 
SHANEL. GREENBANK Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
\ NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OJ' COUNS"EI,,- 2. 
f'llul Wllllilm VilRCl, l'.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
l lll Ea!lt l..111<e Street 
5ttlle3)l 
l'.0. Jlo,: 111211 
Sandpotar, a, 11)11!6<1-11~0:;! 
J'h: (;?.OR) U3..(;li36 
FB>:: (21111) :u;_~,!' 
PAUL "WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SMTDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISBNO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BOl'i"NER 
J\11AGISTRA TE DMSION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA HA. YS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
MOTION TO VA CATE At""1D CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
DORTS :Ne.PA HAYS, tb.e above-named Defendant, through her attorney, Pau] 
William Vogel, hereby moves the Court to vacate and reset the Preliminary Hearing 
schedul.ed for October 31. 2012 at l :30 p.m. on the foUov.ing grounds: 
I. The undersigned counsel for Defendant was retained on October 30, 2012 and 
need.:; additional time to prepare; 
2. This Stipulation of the State as indicated below. 
The Court is further moved to reset the Preliminary Hearing no earlier than November 
14, 2012_ 
MOTION TO VACATE ANU CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING - l 
060 
from:BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 12082636726 10/31/21.iu:: 10:32 BB21 P. 003/003 
1/2812 e9;55 20E265S776 PAU..VCIGEL 
l 
-· 
Datedtb.ie 31 ' 1 ~of'Octo~,2012. 
p~~ 
CE'R.TIF~T.E OF SERVICE . 
I heteby cet!ify that on this~ day of ~tober, 2012, a 11:UC s.nd c;c,:mct i::opy of 
the foregoing MOT:tON TO VACAT.t AND CONTlNUlt PRELJMJNARY HEAIUNG 
was delivemi Via hand delivay to: 
SHANE GREEN.BANK 
Bonner Coum:y Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO VACATE AND CON!.INUE 
P&ELIMINARY RJ!ARIN'G - 2 
sL~ 
061 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SA.NDPOINT,ID 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
JSBN0.2504 - _ ·~·:.,~ ···;,i ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRrlctt dFiHE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA. HAYS, 
Defendant 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5515 
WAIVER OF TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant by and through ber attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, hereby ,,vaives timely Preliminary Hearing in this matteT. Defendant 
acknowledges that pursuant to ICR 5. l(a) that she is entitled to a Preliminary Hearing vi.,itl1in 
twenty-one:: (2 l) days after her initial appearance if she is not in custody. Defendant waives the 
requirement that her Preliminary Hearing occur v.ith.in that time frame. 
Dated this 3 ll< day of October, 2012. 
I~ 
I ~==-~"'7-~-~---
II Defendant Attorney for Defendant 




1211 Ealt Lake Street j 
5qlti, 313 
:r;o.11m.111211 
SA11LIP<lltlt. JD !!3Rr..l-0!)0;:t ,, 
l'II: (2VR) :Zlil-6636 
he [21m) 2$-677'!'1 r· 
,/ 
WAIVER OF TIMELY .PRELIMINARY HEARING - 1 
06 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
. ,sf I hereby certify that on the jJ__ day of October, 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing WAIVER OF TTh1EL Y PRET..,IMINAR Y HEARING ,vas served 1,ia hand delivery 
addressed to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Bonner County Chief 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
J~ 
Legal Assistant to 
PAUL WILLIAJvf VOGEL 
W ATVER OF TIMELY PRELJJvlJNARY HE.A.RlNG - 2 
063 
hul W111iam \ngei, P.A. 
A1.t11rney-at-LRW 
1.20 E11At I.l.lllm !!ln!et 
511(tE 315 
P.O.Box 18;!!1 
S,.11ltpftt..t. ID !l)AGLOIIOll 
l'h: (288) ;!Q-li636 
Fn: (]118) ZE$-677S 
II 
PAUL \v1LLIAM VOGEL. P.A. 
A TTOR'l\TEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
F A.'X (208) 265-6775 
ISBNO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDJClA.L DISlRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
Iv1AGISTRA. TE DI\t1SION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
Toe above entitled matter came before the Court pursuant to the Motion of the 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary Hearing scheduled for October 31, 
2012 at 1 :30 p.m. shaU be and hereby is vacated, to be regularly reset no earlier than 
November 14, 2012. 
ORDER TO VACA TE AND CONTIN""lTE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING - 1 
064 
I 
Dated this -'---_ day 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ___ day of October, 2012, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER TO VACA TE AND CONTINUE PRELIMINARY HEARING 
'"''ll.S delivered via the follo'li\,ing: 
Shane Greenbank 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 
Paul William Vogel 
1 P.O. Box 1828 I Sandpoint, ID 83864 
I 
( ) U.S. Mail 
(AJ Courthou._-re Mail 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( X) Faxed: 208-265-6775 
( ) Hand Delivezy 
( ) E-mailed 





PRELilvfJNARY HEARING· 2 
I 
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Paul William Voge). P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
I MOTION FOR RELEASE ON OWN 
I RECOGNIZANCE 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant, through her attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, moves the Court pursuant to ICR 46 to release the Defendant on her own 
recognizance. Alternatively, the Court is moved to reduce bail in the above-entitled matter. 
This Motion is based on the factors set forth in ICR 46( c ). 
,/~ 
Dated this ~- day ofNovember, 2012. 
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 1 
Paul William Vogel 
Attorney for Defendant 
06H 
CERT~F CATE OF SER\lJCE 
' 1L I hereby certify that on this · day of November, 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing MOTION FOR RELEASE ON OWN RECOG1'11ZA.t~CE was delivered 
via the following to: 
Shane Greenbank 
Bonner County Chief 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 2 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
()()Faxed:263-6726 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed ;1 , ~ 




NAME: DORIS N. HAYS 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS: 
CASE CALLED 214 
COURTROOM# 4 
IN CUSTODY 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BONNER VS 
CASE#: CR-2012-5115 
to 220 DATE: NOV 5, 2012 TIME: 1:15 
JUDGE: BARBARA A. BUCHANAN CLERK: MISSYSECK 
p M. 




CJ Def Attorney 
IN CUSTODY C=1 Other 
c=J Pros. Attorney 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: CHARGE AMENDED: 
Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by counsel. 
Defendant advised of maximum penalties and penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant waives right to counsel and understands. Wishes to proceed without an attorney 
Defendant sworn. Hire own attorney. 
Public Defender appointed: 
Court denies court appointed counsel. Defendant waives right to Public Defender 
Matter continued to: at 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
C=:J Statutory time waived 
CJ Set preliminary hearing 
Preliminary hearing waived 
14 days c=J 21 days 
DEFENDANT /JUDGE ENTERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
Defendant enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
Defendant is advised of rights waived on plea of guilty and understands 
Defendant denies that any threats or promises have been made. 
Pleas of guilty accepted by the court 
Set for SENTENCING on: at Judge: 
Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to sentencing date 
BAIL: q Released on own recognizance 
Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
Released on bond previously posted 
bail set at: $ Case/cnt: 
$ Case/cnt: 
$ Case/cnt: 
Warrant of Attachment $ Days jail in lieu of fine/costs 
PHASE OF CASE INDEX SPEAKER 
J YOU HA VE A PRELIMINARY HEARING SET. WHOEVER POSTED YOUR BOND, 
THERE IS A CERTIFICATE OF SURRENDER. THEY ARE NOT WILLING TO CONTINUE 
YOUR BOND. YOU HA VE TO RE-POST YOUR BOND. 
DEF I HAD AN ABUSER AND HE POSTED MY BOND. 
· PV I HA VE A MOTION FOR RELEASE. I SPOKE WITH MR. GREENBANK. ON I 0/16 ALAN 
ABERMIGHT POSTED BOND. WHEN SHE SAW ME ON 10/25 SHE WAS CONCERNED 
BECAUSE SHE WAS THREATENED DAILY, SAID IF SHE DIDN'T CONTINUE WITH 
THEIR RELATIONSHIP HE WOULD REVOKE HER BOND. MET WITH HER I 0/31 AND 
I 
AGAIN EXPRESSED CONCERNED ABOUT HIS THREATS. ON 11/2 4:40 AND SAID SHE 
HAD BEEN BATTERED AT HIS HOUSE. I ADVISED HER TO GO TO LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND REPORT THE BATTERY. THE NEXT COMPONENT TO THIS IS 






PV I SHE EXPRESSED CONCERNED ABOUT STAYING IN THIS COMMUNITY. WE THEN 
I TALKED ABOUT GOOD SAMARITAN COMMUNITY. EXPLAINS. $2500 COST. I'M 
RETAINED BY A FRIE'N'D OF MS. HAYS. HE IS WORKING TO GATHER THE FUNDS 
I FOR BALANCE OF MY RETAINER AND HER COST TO GO TO GOOD SAMARITAN. I 
REALLY WOULD HATE TO SEE ANY MONEY GO TOWARDS BOND AND INSTEAD GO 
TOWARDS TREATMENT. 
PV I THINK SHE IS CANDIDA TE FOR OR RELEASE. WOULD REW ARD HER FOR 
I 
ST ANDING UP TO MR. ABERMIGHT FOR THREATS. I 
VF THIS IS MR. GREENBANK'S FILE. I WOULD OBJECT. FELONY POSSESSION OF METH. 
SERIOUS CHARGE. ACKNOWLEDGE SHE MAY HAVE A VERY DIFFICULT DOMESTIC 
RELATIONSHIP. MR. GREENBANK SAID HE HAS NO OBJECTION TO $10,000 BUT 
WOULD OBJECT TO ANYTHING LOWER. 
J I WILL REDUCE BOND TO $5000. I'M NOT COMFORT ABLE TO OR. THAT'S ENOUGH 
TO MAKE SURE YOU COME TO COURT. I WILL REDUCE IT. 
PV I WILL CALL MR. WHITTAKER AND WORK ON THAT. I 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE_/_? _ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF f<J?!/,u.t:=-;;e_ 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
~ ,?-<; f-lrlt:5 ==,,~J"'"'t'.-_1=,,1 .;___...._-~\ ~!-=-----' CERTIFICATE OF SURRENDER 
Defendant. 
• • 
Pivorfeiture of Bail: 
A For the purpose of surrender of the defendant p;.1rsuant to I.C. 19-2913(1), the undersigned 
\ certifies that he/she surrendere~ the defendant to the county sheriff wh
ere the action is 
pending, on the "--l-i day of })01,)f)J;&Re, 20/Z, at the hour of /33c . 
Post-Forfeiture of Bail: . _ 
D For the purpose of surrender of-defendant after forfeiture of bail, the undersigned ce
rtifies that 
he/she surrendered the defendant to the County Sheriff on t
he __ day of 
____ , 20_ at the hour of ____ _ 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE I 
PERSON POSTING BAIL 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE/ 
PERSON POSTING BAIL PRINTED NAME 
#*'-de 
DTE 
VERIFICATION OF OFFICER 
\' S, As '-'.,;(.!'~""'~.... of surrender by the Bail~tPAuthorized Representative, the undersigned 
10:fficer of the County Sheriffs Department has incarcerated
 the defendant this __ 
day at the hour of I I Z. l;) 
D As evidence of the self-surrender by the Defendant pursuant to
 I.C. 19-2913(4), the 
undersigned officer of the County Sheriff's Department
 has incarcerated the 
ere11Cla'ftt:ii'ls-ilc:u of the bail originally set by the court. 
Deputy Sheriff Phone Number 
Date 
T:\Mkhncl\D.ail Bouds ~ Foma\Ccrtlficatc of Surrender.doc 070 
CERTIFlCA TE OF SURRENDER 
Refusal to Apply for Public Defender Representalion ·· 
At this time I Do Not wish to apply for legal representatioJib.x.$e 
Public Defenders Office. I do understand that I have the.right to ··~ 
request a Judge review my application for representation at any · ·.. · ··--
time in the future. 
Date: f I/ 'I ,9::';5?77'/~ 
Signed: /[~)~ 
PrintedName: Z /~rr.5 
/'• 
Witnessed: (~/,. F1 \!, _A__....:_:;__ 
/ 
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NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
FILED-------,-~'--,-~----
- -
AT O'CLOCK_. ___ -_ M. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy· 
You have the right to remain silent. If you make any statements about your case, -
your right to remain silent and your statements could be used against you. 
You have the right to hire an attorney, and the right to a reasonable extension of time so that you can 
obtain an attorney, or you may represent yourself without an attorney. 
If you are indigent, there are some misdemeanors serious enough to allow you to make sworn 
application for an attorney at county expense. If an attorney is appointed for you, you could be 
required to repay the county at a later time. 
You have the right to a speedy trial by jury, or you may request a trial by a judge. 
You have the right to be present at your trial and to testify and cross-examine witnesses against you, 
but you cannot be forced to testify against your will. 
You have the right to present a defense to the charges against you, and the right to subpoena 
witnesses to court to testify in your defense at no expense to you. 
You are presumed innocent and the prosecution bears the burden of proving your guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
You have the right to appeal within forty-two days from the time your case is concluded. You must 
file a written notice with the Clerk of the Court indicating that you wish to appeal. 
You are required to notify the court of any change of address so long as your case is pending. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A MISDEMEANOR: 
The general penalty for a misdemeanor is a maximum fine of $1,000 plus court costs and a maximum 
jail sentence of 6 months. As with any general rule there are exceptions. The judge will notify you if 
there are different maximum penalties in your case. 
After your charge is read, you will be asked to enter a plea of guilty, enter a plea of not guilty, or 
request a continuance before entering a plea. 
If you enter a plea of not guilty, your case will be set for trial by the Calendar Clerk, and you or your 
attorney will be given notice of your trial date by mail. 
If you enter a plea of guilty, you will give up the rights outlined above except the right to an attorney 
and the right to appeal. A plea of guilty has the same effect as a finding of guilt at trial. 
07~ 
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If yo nter a plea of guilty, you may be sentenced at that time or sentencing may be scheduled for a 
future date. At sentencing you will be given a chance to make any explanation you think the judge 
should hear before sentence is imposed. 
If you are not a U.S. citizen, pleading guilty could result in your deportation or inability to become a 
legal U.S. citizen. 
If you are sentenced to pay a fine, you should be prepared to pay your fine at that time. If you are 
unable to pay, then you must ask the court for additional time to make payment. If you fail to pay 
fines and costs assessed by the Court, you could be found in contempt of Court and sentenced to 
additional jail or fines for contempt. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A FELONY: 
You have the additional right to a timely preliminary hearing in front of a Magistrate Judge. 
If you remain in custody, the preliminary hearing must be held within fourteen (14) days, or within 
twenty-one (21) days if you are not in custody. 
At the preliminary hearing the State bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence, 
meaning that it is more likely than not, 1) that the charged offense was committed within the 
jurisdiction, and 2) that you are the person who committed the offense. 
During the preliminary hearing you have the right to be represented by counsel and to cross-examine 
the State's witnesses and call witnesses to testify in your defense. 
If the State carries its burden of proof at the preliminary hearing, or if you decide to waive your right to 
a preliminary hearing, the Magistrate Judge will enter an order setting a date for you to appear before 
a District Court Judge for arraignment, at which time you will be asked by the District Judge to enter a 
plea of guilty or not guilty to the felony charge(s). 
If the Magistrate Judge determines that the State has not carried its burden of proof at the preliminary 
hearing, an order dismissing the charge "without prejudice" will be entered, which means that the 
State has the option to refile the charge against you. 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
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Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTOR.NEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
MOTION FOR RELEASE ON OWN 
RECOGNIZANCE 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant, through her attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, moves the Court pursuant to ICR 46 to release the Defendant on her own 
recognizance. Alternatively, the Court is moved to reduce bail in the above-entitled matter. 
This Motion is based on the factors set forth in ICR 46( c ). 
Dated this ---
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 1 
ofNovember, 2012. 
Paul William Vogel 
Attorney for Defendant 
074 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J 
~\., I hereby certify that on this J day of November, 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing MOTION FOR RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE was delivered 
via the following to: 
Shane Greenbank 
Bonner County Chief 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 2 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
(J()Faxed:263-6726 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
h 0. 7,._ ·-' 
D JlJ\TENILE 
Deputy 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: CASE NO. &l 
(SUBJECTS FIRST NA.i\1E) 
~BY VIDEO 0 SUBJECT APPEA \: IN COURT ON, 
(SUBJECTS MIDDLE NA.i\1E) 
M 
'04] SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE OR'D REMAIN IN CUSTO 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASED/TIME SERVED BOND$ 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEC 
] AUTHORJZAT!ON TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
> 
J SENTENCED TO: [ J ____ DAYS IMPOSED [ ] HOURS ON SHERJFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
[ ) DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERJFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE ~Y: 
[ ] DAYS CREDIT 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BON'NER COUNTY JAIL ON:-------------
] BREA TH OR U/ A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT____ M 
f l SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN ______ _ 
TN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ J PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
( ] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
r 1 AS CONDITION OF PROBATION. SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
CHARGES -----------------------------
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW DER OFFICE APPOINTED 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 7 f: BAILIFF 




COUNTY OF BONNER 
FILED ____ _ 
AT ___ O'CLOCK 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS Deputy".t:l(;rk, DIS
TRICT COURT 
Regarding your release from custody . 
You were released on your own recognizance by Judge __ -'-=--------'-"--:--
on the day of , 20 __ at ____ M by 
[ ] telephone / fax [ ] Bailiff slip [ ] personal contact 
You have ~?ste~:C~~h in_the amount of$ _____ to secure your release. 
~ f- ~~ 
You are bonding on DUI Second Offense or More, or Excessive DUI. Misdemeanor Criminal 
Rule 5(b) requires you to appear before a judge within 48 hours, excluding weekends and 
holidays. You are to appear at the Bonner County Administrative Building, 1500 Highway 2, 
Sandpoint, Idaho on / / at 1: 15 p.m. 
(JAIL - Set date for next business day and immediately fax a copy to Magistrate Court at 265-1446) 
~u or your attorney will be notified by the Court when to appear. 
Two of the conditions of your release on bail/your own recognizance are: 
1. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY THE COURT AND YOUR ATTORNEY, if you have one, OF ANY 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER THAT YOU HAVE WHILE YOUR CASE IS PENDING 
BEFORE THE COURT. 
2. NOTIFY YOUR ATTORNEY OF THE COURT DATE ABOVE. 
FAILURE TO APPEAR ON ANY APPEARANCE DATE OR FAILURE TO NOTIFY THE COURT REGARDING 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER MAY CAUSE A WARRANT TO ISSUE FOR YOUR ARREST. 
My CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS ls·. __ v_· 1_;) __ :_:K--..... L•'-rr--J-'-·'·-?~},_ J'_..__,r---,_. ~/~'---T-"f"\~-<~---.~--,r-.. ~<':'~--C'\-- ~'0/1. . ~ -1 1 --I; 5y\£'-{_(a,_l~ \ ~/ t, ~ (:i ._) - ).,/ 
MY CURRENT PHYSICAL ADDRESS (if different from above):_r\D_"·_-;'_,_l _ _,,~!:,,....,,, ___ \ -----c:p,:-: _ _(-~:~~::-.S~V>..._.__., -=t,-_b...._.~_I ....., "'~, ----
MY CURRENT PHONE NUMBER IS: '5q '! ~ Lt icJ.. ~ MESSAGE PHONE: ____ --~·~_c_'l_, I __ _ 
I have read, understand and received a copy of the above instruct~My signature is not an 
admission of guilt to any charge(s), but acknowledgment of the in~g.t,on conta· bove. 
SIGNATURE OP 
WITNESS DEPUTY SHERIFF 
***NOTE TO DEPUTY: Provide a copy to defendant. Return this original to the Court. If the Defendant refuses to sign this, witness the 
same and make a written indication that the defendant refused to do so. 
White Copy - Court File Yellow Copy - Sheriffs Office Pink Copy - Defendant 077 Notice to Defendants Rev. 0712011 
MAGlSI'RA1ES DMSIO OF 
For PrA 
Arrat Ofliccr 4...,c.K-~ a,.. ' 
APP'T. 
Origi 11111 ID Clerk's omce 
078 
Continental Heritage Insurance Co. 
6140 Parkland Blvd .. Ste 32I 
Mayfield Hts .. OH 44124 
(44-0J 229-34".W • (866) 489-15639 
POWER OF ATTORNEY POWER No. 
POWER AMOUNT 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that the Continental Heritage Insurance Company. a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Florida and by the 
authority of the Resolution adopted by the Board of Directors by unanimous written consent on January 26. 1993. which said Resolution has not been amended or rescinded, does constitute and 
appoint and by these presents does make. constitute and appoint the named agent its true and lawful Attorney-in-Fact for it and in its name. place and stead. to execute, seal and deliver for and 
on its behalf and as its act and deed, as surety. a bail bond only. Authority of such Attorney-in-Fact is limited to appearance bonds and cannot be construed to guarantee defendant's future lawful conduct, adherence ro travel limitations, fines. restitution. payments or penalties. or any other condition imposed by a court nor speciJically related ro court appearance. 
lTois Power-of-Attorney is for use with Bail Bonds only. 'fot valid if used in connection with Federal Immigration Bonds. This power is void if altered or erased, void if used with other 
I powers of this company or in combination with powers from any other surety company. and void if used m PJITiish bail in excess of the stated face amount of this power. and can only be used once. 
I The obligation of the company shall not exceed the sum of: and provided this Power-of-Attorney is filed with the bond and retained as a part of the court records. Toe said Auorney-in-Fact is hereby authorized m insert in rhls Power-of-Attorney the 1 name of the person on whose behalf this bond was given. 
IN 'WTT1".i"ESS WHEREOF, THE CON 1-hese presents ro be signed by its duly authorized officers. proper for tbe purpose and its 
VOID IF NOT ISSUED BY: 
FOR STATE USE ONLY 
I 
J.' 
BLUE - ORIGINAL FOR COURT PINK - COPY FOR COMPANY YELLOW - COPY FOR AGENT WHITE· COPY FOR INDEMNITOR Form# CHI-OJ (9/09} 
0 9 
Continental Heritage Insurance Company 
an Iowa Corporation 
BAIL BOND DIVISION 
P. 0. Box 4316 • Davenport, Iowa 53808 
Phone (319) 326-5366. Fax .(319) 326-2103 
STATE OF IDAHO 
VS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
KNOV\T ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That we, Quick Release Bail Bonds as principal 
and CONTINENTAL HERITAGE INSURANCE CORPORATION are firmly bound 
unto the the State of Idaho, and his successors in office the said principal in 
the sum of ----+--=-::,,,.::..._..:.._-:L.:=_:::,,,;--=:..__;_,.l_ic;.c..-______ .,, ----+-==~""-"--1 
for the payment whereof well and truly to be made we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, 
·administrators, successors and assignes, jointly and severally by these presents. The 
conditi~n of this obligation .is ~t t~;t i~ defendant s~~-ea,r at the next regular 
or special term of the ~l J-«'-'\._'--\ court \S -...J~ to be 
held in and for said c~"""'' to answer a charge (s) of _____________ _ 
/ 
L-~ 
and shall appear from day to day and term to term of said court and shall not depart from 
same without leave then this obligation to be void as to remain in full force and virtue. 
l 3SF, LLC 
,._, ' 
DBA Quick Release Bail Bond Co. 
5872 N. Government Way, Suite 101 • Dalton Gardens, ID. 83815 
(208) 762-0975 
20 J....;=:::::::= 
ATTORNEY IN FACT 
0 ~ () 
l'lllllWlJlhn:iVopt.F.A. /' 
Attorney-at-Law 
no 1ta1t Lake Strl!l!t 
5,,lte:.13 I 
P.O. Jim 111V! . 
S11adpffl11t., JD 113116<1..ffll /
1 
Ph: (211R) 2'3--"lG 










PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P .A 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
S.ANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISBNO. 2504 
STAi E OF IOAHO 
COUNTY OF BOHNER 
FIRST .JUDICIAL DIST. 
lU12 NDV -1 A IQ: 5 b 
~~!:.Ric SCOH 
CLERK DISTRICT COuRT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DI
STRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON
NER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORJS NEPA HAYS. 
Defendant I 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
DORIS NEPA HAYS. the above-named Defendant,, throug
h her attorney. Paul 
William Vogel, hereby moves the Court to vacate a.nd 
reset the Preliminary Hearing 
scheduled for November 21, 2012 at 1:30 p.m. on the bas
is that defense counsel \vill be 
traveling to Portland, Oregon on that date for a Thanksgiving va
cation. 
This Motion is also based on the Defendant's Waiver of Timel
y Preliminary Hearing 
filed October 31, 2012. 
Dated this ~y of November, 2012. 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET 
PRELIMINARY HEARING - l 
Pmtl~~tel 
Attomey for Defendant 
081 
12082636726 11/07/20. JS:20 1945 P. 003/ ao:a 
ll/0S/20l2 17:06 2B02696775 PAULVOOEL 
PAGE .0'.3/05 
l. 
of the foJ:egomg M0110N TO VACATE AND RESET fR
ELIMlNARY'BEARJNG 
SHANE OR.EENB.ANK 
Bomier County Pspmy Prosecl.l'fulg Attom~ 
MOTION TOVA.CATE AND RESET 
.PRELJMIN.MY 'fiEA.JUNO - :Z. 
Savmma L. St.evem 
082 
.. . 








I I STIPULATED AS TO FORM AND CONTE1'1T: 
) 
I 
I SHANE GREENBA.NK 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of November, 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing MOTION TO VACA TE AND RESET PRE
LIMINARY HEARING 
was delivered via hand deJivery to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET 
PRELIMINARY HEARING - 2 
J~~ 
§;_;anna L. Stevens 
l'aul William VtJgl!I, P.A. 
.~ ttorncy-at-Lsw 
1:0 E.tll!( l..al<A! Stn,ot 
Bulfc:1:U 
P.O. &,; Ul2B 
$midpoiut. JD 1138(id.JIIJl)3, 
Pb: ()OIi) l63-'i636 
Fu: (2111!J 265~775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
1
11 SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 




I IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR
ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDA.HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON
NER 
M1\GISTRA TE DIVISION !1 
i1 
I 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plainti~ 
DORIS NEPA HAYS~ 
Defendant. 
I l CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
I ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTINUE 
I PRELIMINARY HEARING 
The above entitled matter came before the Court pu
rsuant to the Motion of the 
Defendant as stipulated to by the State. 
Based upon the pleadings on file herein, 
TT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary Hearin
g scheduled for November 
21. 2012 at 1:30 p.m. shall be and hereby is vacated, to b
e regularly reset. 
Dated this J_ day ofNuvember, 2012. 
ORDER TO VACA TE AND CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HE.ARING· l 
ii,___ rJ'---






CERTIFICATE OF SER\7TCE 
l hereby certify that on this /;' day ofNo-v
e:mber. 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing ORDER TO VACATE 
AND CONTINUE l'RELIMINARY HEARI
NG 
was delivered ·via the foUov.ing: 
Shane Greenbank 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
() U.S. Mail 
~ Courthouse Mail 
(>() Faxed 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
/ Paul Willi run Vogel 
I
I P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 




( ) Courthouse Mail 
( X) Faxed: 208-265-6775 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
ORDER TO VACA TE AND CONTINUH 
PRELIMJNARY HEARING - 2 
085 
Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-<i775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
1 ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISBNO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF B01\TNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
I 
I CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
I 
I DEFENDQANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
I REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY 
I 
TO: CHIEF BONNER COLTNTY DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, 
SHANE GREENBANK 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the 
Idaho Criminal Rules, the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the 
Constitution of the United States, and Article I, Sections 1, 2, 13 and 17 of the Constitution of 
the State ofldaho, requests discovery and inspections of all materials discoverable by 
Defendant per I.C.R. 16 b(l )-(8) and the aforementioned Constitutional provisions including 
but not limited to the follmving information, evidence and materials: 
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 1 086 
19. Defendant requests production of all radio dispatch logs related to 
communications generated by or received by Ponderay Police Officer B. Koch and Bonner 
County Sheriff's Deputy Osborn between 23:00 hours on October 12, 2012 and 02:00 on 
October 13, 2012. 
This requests seeks radio transmission logs documenting communications between 
Koch and dispatch; communications between Osborn and dispatch; communications between 
Koch and Osborn. 
Defendant also seeks discovery of the CAD call tapes. This request seeks to obtain a 
audio copy of all radio transmissions between Osborn and dispatch; Koch and dispatch; Koch 
and Osborn in between the time frames referenced above. 
Paul William Vogel 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this--'--"-- day of December, 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing DEFENANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY was 
delivered via the follmving to: 
Shane Greenbank 
Bonner County Chief 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE - 2 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Faxed: 263-6726 
(X) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
Savanna L. Stevens 
0 
Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
PAUL \VILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 ---
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTIU~OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
5' I S"' 
CASE NO. CR-2012-~ 
WAIVEROF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant, by and through her attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, hereby waives Preliminary Hearing in this matter 
Dated this /~ of December, 2012. 
VOGEL 
Attorney for Defendant 
WANER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING - l O 8 8 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the of December, 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING was served via hand delivery addressed 
, to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Bonner County Chief 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Legal Assistant to 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL 
WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING - 2 
089 
% 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 1, ,c.. STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs 





--------~D~e~fe~n~d=a~n=t.~ ___ ) 
Preliminary Hearing having been: 
[2J waived, 
Case No: CR-2012-5115 
ORDER HOLDING 
DEFENDANT TO ANSWER 
D held in this case on December 11, 2012, 
D waived, the Defendant having entered a plea of GUILTY and executing the same in writing, 
a copy of which is on file herein; 
and the Court being fully satisfied that a pub!ic offense has been committed, and that there is 
probable or sufficient cause to believe the defendant guilty thereof; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be held to answer to the District Court of the First 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, to the charge of: POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, METHAMPHETAMINE, IC §37-2732(c)(1) a felony committed in Bonner County, Idaho, 
[2J 
D 
on or about the 12TH day of OCTOBER, 2012. 
between the day of , 20 , and the 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 
day of ,20 
[2J Defendant appear for ARRAIGNMENT on JANUARY 7, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. in front of 
the Honorable Steve Verby, who shall be the presiding judge in this action. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 
D A Presentence Investigation be conducted; Defendant is to contact Probation & Parole within 
TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS of the date herein and APPEAR FOR SENTENCING IN DISTRICT COURT on the 
day of . 20 at , in the courtroom of the above entitled Court, before the Honorable 
Steve Verby who shall be the presiding judge in this action. 




Defendant's release is continued on the bond posted. 
Defendant's release on his own recognizance is continued. 
YOU, THE SHERIFF OF BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, are commanded to receive the 
above-named Defendant into your custody and detain Defendant until Defendant is legally 
discharged. Defendant is to be admitted to baii in sum of$ 
DATED: December 11, 2012 
COPIES TO: 0 DEF ~ DEF COUNSEL Cgj PROSECUTOR O BCSO O PROBATION/PAROLE 
DATE:December11,2012 
ono 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
(208) 263-6726 (facsimile) 
Assigned Prosecutor: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
 
Defendant. 
Case No: CR-2012-5115 
INFORMATION 
AGENCY: PPD# 12-020186 
COMES NOW, Shane Greenbank, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for 
Bonner County, State of Idaho, and complains that the above named defendant did 
commit the crime of: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, 
METHAMPHETAMINE, a Felony offense per Idaho Code §37-2732(c)(1), committed 
as follows: 
The Defendant, DORIS NEPA HAYS, on or about the 12th day of October, 
2012, in the County of Bonner, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-\-vit: Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
INFORMATION - 1 of 2 
091 
WHEREFORE, Complainant prays that the Defendant be dealt \,rith according 
to law. 
DATED this~- day 
GREENBANK, COMPLAINANT 
CHIEF DEPUTY PROSECUTOR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _/_ day of 2012, I caused to be 
senred a true and correct copy of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Paul Vogel 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
INFORMATION - 2 of 2 








STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff / Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 






CASE NO. CR-2012-0005115 
DATE: 01/07/2013 TIME: 9:00 AM 
COURTROOM: 2 - Admin Building 
vs. DORIS NEPA HAYS 
Defendant I Respondent 
Attorney: SHANE GREENBANK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: 
Attorney: PAUL W. VOGEL 
ARRAIGNMENT 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
10:03 J Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT, PAUL VOGEL, SHANE GREENBANK 
J [ROLL CALL - ADVISES DEFENDANT OF RJGHTS - 9:06 - 9: 17] 
J DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF THE INFORMATION? 
DEF YES 
J IS THAT YOUR TRUE NAME, SPELLED CORRECTLY? 
DEF YES 
J [CITES CHARGE, POTENTIAL PENALTIES, FINE]- DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE 
NATURE OF THE CHARGE? 
DEF YES 
J DOES YOUR CLIENT WISH TO WAIVE THE FORMAL READING OF THE INFORMATION? 
PV YES YOUR HONOR 
J DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR RIGHTS? 
DEF NO 
J DOES YOUR CLIENT WISH TO PLEAD? 
PV NOT GUILTY 
J HOW MUCH TIME FOR TRIAL? 
SG 3 DAYS 
PV WE MAY NEED A MOTION TO SUPPRESS AND A MOTION TO COMPEL 
J SET FOR TRIAL ON APRIL 8 1" AT 9:00 AM FOR 3 DAYS- PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
APRIL 4TH AT 2:00 PM -ANY PRETRIAL MOTIONS MUST BE FILED BY FEBRUARY 15T 
-THAT DATE MAY CHANGE PENDING DISCOVERY AND OTHER ISSUES 
10:07 END 
CASE NO. CR-2012-0005115 
COURT MINUTES 







BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING AITORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
V. 






Case No: CR-2012=5115 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and submits the 
follm-ving Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery: 
Page (s): 43 Dispatch Log for #12-020186 and #12-020187 
44 CD - Radio Calls 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office immediately. 
Some personal information such as social security numbers, dates of birth and perhaps 
addresses may have been redacted in this discovery response. If the Attorney for the Defendant 
wishes to review this information, please contact the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney to speak 
\,ith the Prosecutor /Deputy Prosecutor in charge of the case. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
Defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building or places or copies or portions thereof, which are 
mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and \vhich are in the possession, custody or 
control of the Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - page 1 of 2 
094 
intended for use by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
Defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection ,-vith the particular case, or copies thereof, 
,Nhich are mentioned or listed in the above-listed documents and ,,vhich are v\ithin the 
possession, custody or control of the Prosecuting Attorney, the existence of which is knovvn or is 
available to the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
Should the State become aware of additional material or information subject to disclosure, 
the State will notify the defendant pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED this 4th day of January, 2013. 
Shane Greenbank, ISB# 7845 
Chief Deputy Prosecutor 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of January, 2013, I caused to be served true and correct 
copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Court File - Original 
Paul Vogel - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
PO Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Copy served via: U.S. Postal Mail 
/ 
~ JA~YJ-~~~ 
_,/.'. L, i P " 
Nan<p' Johnson, Legal Assistant 
I 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - page 2 of 2 
095 
5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 











Case No. CR 2012-0005115 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND 
PRETRIAL ORDER 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
Upon arraignment the Defendant pied not guilty in response to the criminal allegations of the 
Information; NOW THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That the matter be set for a Three-Day Jury Trial commencing April 8, 2013, at 9:00 a.m., in 
Bonner County before Judge Barbara Buchanan. 
Additional Presiding Judges: John P. Luster, Fred M. Gibler, John T. 
Mitchell, Lansing Haynes, Benjamin Simpson, George Reinhardt, III, Charles 
Hosack, Jeff Brudie, Carl Kerrick, Michael Griffin, John Stegner, Steve 
Verby 
2. That any pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 I.C.R. shall be filed not later than 5:00 p.m. 
February 1, 2013. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER - 1 
0 9 ti 
3. A pretrial conference will be held April 4, 2013, at 2:00 p.m., at the Bonner County 
Courthouse and the Defendant and counsel for the parties shall attend. 
4. The defendant is ordered to be present at all hearings. Failure to be present at a hearing will 
result in an arrest warrant being issued for the defendant and may result in a resetting of the 
trial date. 
5. Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 30(b), no later than five (5) days before the beginning of 
this jury trial, the parties are to file written requests that the court instruct the jury on the law 
as set forth in the request. In other words, any requested jury instructions are to be submitted 
five (5) days before the trial begins. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true arn;l porrect copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
delivered by interoffice mail, this / Iv~ day of January, 2013, to: 
Shane Greenbank 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Paul W. Vogel 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
cc: Jury Commissioner 
Bailiff 
Cherie 
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Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
'i 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN A.l\JD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 




I CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
I MOTION TO SUPPRESS; NOTICE OF 
l HEARING 
-D-oru_s_N_E_P_A_HA_'_Ts_, ______ i'I 
_ Defendant. . 
DORJS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant, through her attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, moves the Court to suppress all statements made by said Defendant after the 
stop of her motor vehicle and to suppress all physical evidence recovered by the State after 
the stop of the Defendant's motor vehicle on the grounds that said Defendant was in custody 
for purposes of Miranda when she was questioned by law enforcement officers and therefore 
should have been advised of her Miranda rights prior to questioning. Accordingly, said 
statements were obtained from the Defendant in violation of her rights under the Fifth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution and to the rights guaranteed to her under 
Article 1, Sections 13 and I 7 of Idaho's Constitution. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS; 
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The Court is further moved to suppress all evidence obtained from the Defendant's 
vehicle on the grounds that the search of said vehicle was made without a warrant; on the 
grounds that the Defendant's consent to search, if any, was obtained by coercion and under 
duress and occurred after an unconstitutional expansion of the traffic stop of Defendant's 
vehicle. Accordingly, all evidence gathered was obtained in violation of Defendant's rights 
under the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and those rights guaranteed to 
the Defendant under A.rticle I, Sections 13 and 17 of Idaho's Constitution. 
of January, 2013. 
Attorney for Defendant 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
will be held on March 19, 2013 at 2:30 p.m., before the Hon. Barbara Buchanan, at the 
Administration Building, 1500 H~y 2, Sandpoint, Jdaho. 
Dated this_, _ day of January, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this '~Lr \..aay of January, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION TO SUPPRESS was delivered via hand delivery to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney , 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS; 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTO&.~EY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Tele: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
Assigned Prosecutor: 
SHANE GREENBANK, !SB# 7845 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v. 













COMES NOW, Shane Greenbank., Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, State 
ofidaho, and hereby submits State's Memorandum of Law regarding Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
"The standard of review of a suppression motion is bifurcated. \Vhen a decision on a motion to 
suppress is challenged, we accept the trial court's findings of fact v.foch are supported by substantial 
evidence, but we freely review the application of constitutional principles to the facts as found." State 
v. Turek, 150 Idaho 745, 747 (Ct.App. 2011)(citin2 State v. Atkinson, 128 Idaho 559, 561 
(Ct.App.1996)). "At a suppression hearing, the power to assess the credibility of witnesses, resolve 
factual conflicts, weigh evidence, and draw factual inferences is vested in the trial court." Id. (Citing 
State v. Valdez-Molina, 127 Idaho 102, 106 (1995) and State v. Schevers, 132 Idaho 786, 789 
(Ct.App.1999)). 
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FACTS 
The pertinent facts are contained in the PC Affidavit on file with this court. Additionally, more 
directed facts will be adduced at hearing. The following is an estimated timeline of e\·ents based on the 
video CD that will be admitted as evidence at hearing: 
1.12 Defendant comes to a stop after Koch activates his Ii ghts for 
1 :36 Koch makes personal contact 
15 Defendant declares she can't find proof of insur&'1ce 
over 1ega1 
5: 15 Koch gives up on Defendant trying to :find Ins and goes to car to write ticket 
5:32 Koch gets into car and radio's Sheriffs Deputy Osborn. a K-9 
5:55 Koch finishes talking to Osborn and radios dispatch to run 
Dispatch says clear and that Defendant is a protected person protection 
asks who other party is, is told Randy Swanson certain on 
"copy" at 6:50 
7:48 Koch turns on spot light on Defendant's interior based on movements 
9:50 Osborn anives and is briefed by Koch 
Osborn leaves Koch's car and goes to D's car 
1 · 10: 1) Osborn is handed something from D and he places it on 
Koch is finishing ticket 
13:25 Koch gets out of car and goes to make contact n 
The timeframe between Koch getting back into his car for the purpose of writing a ticket and 
the defendant handing the drugs and paraphernalia to Osborn is approximately 6.92 minutes. At 
hearing, Officer Koch will discuss the average duration of traffic stops and the time it takes to write 
a citation, and the time consuming distractions that frequently occur during traffic stops. 
LA\V 
Generally, there are three types of contacts between law enforcement and private citizens: (1) 
Consensual encounters (where no justification is required because there is no seizure); (2) Stops/ 
Investigative detentions ( a seizure justified by reasonable suspicion); and (3) Arrests ( a seizure justified 
by probable cause). The initial burden of proofis on the defendant to show that a seizure occurred. See 
State v. Reese, 132 Idaho 652 (1999); State v. Fuentes, 129 Idaho 830 (Ct.App. 1997). 
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Not all contacts between officers and citizens involve a seizure within the meaning of the Fourth 
Amendment. See Terrv v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968); State v. Nickel, 134 Idaho 610 (2000). An 
individual is not seized unless his liberty is restrained by either an officer's show of authority or use of 
physical force. See State v. Reese, 132 Idaho 652 (1999). Vvnether the detention be a traffic stop, or 
other investigatory detention, it must be supported by reasonable, articulable suspicion that the person 
detained has committed, or is committing, a crime. See State v. Aguirre, 141 Idaho 560,562, (Ct.App. 
2005); State v. Schumacher, 136 Idaho 509, 515 (Ct.App. 2001); 'wnren v. U.S., 57 G.S. 806, 813 
(1996). It is also well established that a police officer may stop a vehicle to investigate and cite the 
driver for a violation of a traffic lmv. Schumacher, 136 Idaho at 515, 37 P.3d at 12; \Vbren, at 813. 
Similarly, an officer may detain an individual walking do\vn the street for investigative purposes. See 
Terrv v. Ohio, 392 U.S. I (1968). In any event, regardless of the reason for the investigatory detention, 
"[ t]he proper inquiry is to look at the totality of the circumstances and ask whether the facts available to 
the officers at the time of the [ detention J gave rise to a reasonable suspicion, not probable cause, to 
believe that criminal activity may be afoot." State v. Gallegos, 120 Idaho 894, 897 (1991). In addition, 
an officer is permitted to draw "rational inferences" from the facts in light of his/her experience and 
training. See Terrv; State v. Rader, 135 Idaho 273 (Ct.App. 2000). 
"Although an investigative detention must ordinarily last no longer than is necessary to 
effectuate the purpose of the stop, Flo1ida v. Rover, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 1325 (1983), a detention initiated 
for one investigative purpose may disclose suspicious circumstances that justify expanding the 
investigation to other possible crimes." State v. Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913,916 (Ct.App. 200l)(where 
investigation of car theft was legally expanded to encompass possible drug-related offenses because, in 
patting down occupants, officers found drug paraphernalia). 
l. \\'ERE THE SEIZCRE AND TERRYDETENTION LAWFCL? 
In this case, Ponderay Officer Koch, observed the defendant's vehicle traveling at a speed of 56 
mph in a 45 mph zone, via radar confirmation, in Bonner County- a violation ofl.C. § 49-654. On that 
basis, the officer initiated a traffic stop. Therefore, the initial seizure and continued Teny detention was 
lav,:ful. 
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II. DURING THE l:'i'VESTIGATION OF THE OBSERVED TRAFFIC VIOLATION, A SECOND 
OFFICER, SHERIFF'S DEPl'TY OSBORNE, A NARCOTICS K-9 Ul'\IT, CONTACTED THE 
DEFENDANT AJXD, THE DEFEJXDA:\'T HAJXDED HIM DRl'GS A:\'D PARAPHERNALIA -
GIVING RISE To REASOJXABLE SUSPICION THAT A.DDITIONAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 
l\1A Y BE AFOOT, THEREBY ALLOWING THE LEl\'GTH OF DETENTION A_:'\l) THE SCOPE 
OF THE INTRl'SION To BE LA Wfl:LL Y ENLARGED. 
\Vhile the initial officer, Koch, was running the defendant's information through dispatch, 
requesting the k-9 officer, monitoring radio traffic for other activity, observing the defendant's activity 
in the vehicle, and \\Titing a citation for no proof of insurance, K-9 Deputy Osborn anived and made 
contact with the driver. As is his practice, before deploying the K-9, Osborn engaged the defendant 
regarding whether there would be any drugs in the vehicle that the K-9 may alert on. At approxirnately 
12:10 on the video - approximately 6.92 minutes after Koch returns to his car to begin writing the 
citation - the defendant hands Osborn a bag constituting the offenses of unlavvful drug possession and 
possession of drug paraphernalia. 
A. Discovery of narcotics during the investigation for the violation at hand 
justified further detention and the search of the vehicle. 
"Although an investigative detention must ordinarily last no longer than is necessary to 
effectuate the purpose of the stop, Florida v. Rover, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 1325 (1983), a detention initiated 
for one investigative purpose may disclose suspicious circumstances that justify expanding the 
investigation to other possible crimes." State v. Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913,916 (Ct.App. 200l)(where 
investigation of car theft was legally expanded to encompass possible drug-related offenses because, in 
patting do\\:n occupants, officers found drug paraphernalia). Officers may use a narcotics canine to sniff 
the exterior of a vehicle without probable cause or reasonable suspicion of criminal activity because the 
use of a dog in this manner does not constitute a search. State v. Parkinson. 135 Idaho 357, 363 (Ct. 
App. 2000). Furthennore, a drug detection dog's alert provides an officenvith probable cause to search 
the vehicle for contraband. State v. Yeoumans, 144 Idaho 871, 874 (Ct.App. 2007). HO\:vever, \Vithout 
reasonable suspicion, an officer may not extend the duration of a traffic stop in order to use the dog to 
conduct an exterior sniff State v. \Vigginton, 142 Idaho 180, 184, 125 P.3d 536,540 (Ct.App. 2005). 
If, on the other hand, an officer conducts a canine sniff while another officer continues investigating the 
basis for the original stop, the canine sniff does not unconstitutionally extend the duration of the stop. 
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State v. Pabillore, 133 Idaho 650, 991 P.2d 375, 379 (Idaho App. 1999). 
In this case there was no actual extension of time, so there is no need to discuss vvhether an 
extension was legitimate. Officer Koch was writing the citation for no proof of insurance, and Osborn 
contacted the defendant who handed him drugs and paraphernalia. The K-9, while used later, has no 
bearing on the matter based on the defendant's admission to Osborn and her production of the 
contraband. The activities of the two officers were concurrent with each other - neither of which 
extended the length of the traffic stop or impermissibly impinged upon the defendant's constitutional 
rights. (Consider also, when an officer smells the odor of marijuana, the officer may remove the 
individuals from a vehicle and conduct a search of the vehicle because the odor provides the officer 
probable cause-LC. §37-2740; State v. Gonzales, 117 Idaho 518,519 (Ct.App. 1990)). 
I. "Yiranda only applies when there is a "custodial interrogation". 
The requirement of Afiranda warnings is based upon the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 463-69 (1966). ,Hiranda is operative whenever a 
person is (1) being interrogated by police and (2) the person is in custody. State v. Doe, 130 Idaho 811, 
814 (Ct.App. 1997). 
A. "interrogation" 
A question or statement amounts to an "interrogation" if "it was reasonably likely to elicit an 
incriminating response" as opposed to a question or statement that is "normally attendant to arrest and 
custody", \Vhich is not an "interrogation". State v. Salato, 137 Idaho 260,268 (Ct.App. 2001). See U.S. 
v. Allen, 247 F.3d 741 (8th Cir. 2001)(keeping a suspect informed of the progress of the investigation 
and status of charges against him should be encouraged so long as the communication is truthful and not 
designed or likely to elicit an incriminating response); U.S. v. Foster, 227 F.3d 1096 (91h Cir. 2000). 
B. "in custody" 
To ascertain \Vhether an individual was 111 custody, a court must consider all of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation, with the ultimate inquiry being "whether there [ \vas J a 
'formal arrest or resrraint on freedom of movement' of the degree associated ,vith a formal arrest." 
Doe, 130 Idaho at 816 (emphasis added). "This test is an objective one based on 'all of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation."' Id; see also Stansburv v. California, 511 U.S. 318, 323 
(1994)(United States Supreme Court explained that "the initial determination of custody depends on the 
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objective circumstances of the interrogation, not on the subjective Yievvs harbored by either the 
mterrogating officers or the person being questioned."). "The relevant inquiry is hovv a reasonable 
person in the suspect's position would have understood his situation." Id. "[T]his inquiry focuses on 
such elements as the time and location of the interrogation, the conduct of the officers, the nature and 
manner of the questioning, and other persons present." Id. 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
The State respectfully requests this court DEl\'Y the defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this __ day of March, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 19th day of March, 2013, a true and correct copy of this 
Memorandum was caused to be served as follmvs: 
Court File - Original 
P. Vogel - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
Hand Delivered 
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CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
COURT MINUTES 
PHASE OF CASE 
Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT.SHANE GREENBANK, PAUL VOGEL 
HERE ON A MOTION TO SUPPRESS. TWO BASIS OF MOTION: STATEMENTS 
SHOULD BE SUPPRESSED AND VEHICLE WAS SEARCHED WITHOUT A 
SEARCH WARRANT AND ANY CONSENT IS INVALID. 
I REFINED THE ISSUES. CITES. 
NO OBJECTION. 
BURDEN SHIFTS TO THE STATE. 
WILL WANT TO SUBMIT A MEMORANDUM AND WILL WATCH A TAPE. 
WE HAVE A VIDEO OF THE STOP. THERE ARE TIMES REFERENCED AS ON 
THE BOTTOM. 
BRIAN KOCH SWORN 
CITES WORK EXPERIENCE. 
ON DUTY ON 10-12-12. VEHICLE WAS DOING 56 IN A 45 ON THE BYWAY. 
HAPPENED IN BONNER COUNTY. 
DRIVER IDENTIFIED IN COURT WITH A DRIVERS LICENSE. DEFENDANT WAS 
NERVOUS. NO PROOF OF INSURANCE PROVIDED. SPEECH WAS JITTERY 
AND FAST. HER MOTIONS WERE FINE. 
FOUNDATION 
OVER RULED. 
ASKED HER QUESTIONS WITH REGARDS TO NARCOTIC USE. I EXPLAINED 
TO HER THAT I WAS GIVING HER A TICKET FOR NO INSURANCE. I 
REQUESTED A CANINE UNIT. OFFICER OSBORN ON DUTY 4 MINUTES OUT. 
I MADE A VIDEO. 
WATCH AND ADMIT VIDEO? 
YES 
VIDEO PLAYING. 
WOULD LIKE TO ASK QUESTIONS IN BETWEEN. 
OK 
CROSS 
SHE ANSWERED QUESTIONS DIRECTLY. 
RE-DIRECT 
LOOK AT PUPILS - THEY LOOKED LIKE STIMULANT USE. 
RE-CROSS 
PUPILS DID NOT CONSTRICT. 























































































ASKING FOR A CANINE UNIT. 
RE-CROSS 
DON'T TURN OUT OVER HEAD LIGHTS. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
DISPATCH ADVISED OF A PROTECTED PARTY. 
RE-DIRECT 
I CHECK IF LICENSE IS VALID AND CLEAR. 
VIDEO PLAYING. 
RE-DIRECT 
OTHER TRAFFIC OCCURS ON THE RADIO. I MAKE SURE I AM NOT NEEDED. 
I PROBABLY STARTED WRITING MY TICKET. WAS KEEPING AN EYE ON THE VEHICLE. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-DIRECT 
ACTIVATED MY SEARCH LIGHT BECAUSE DEFENDANT MOVING IN IT. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
DEFENDANT WAS HOLDING A PIECE OF PAPER. PROOF OF INSURANCE WAS 
EXPIRED. I GAVE DEFENDANT 2 % MINUTES TO FIND PROOF OF INSURANCE. 
I EXPLAINED WHAT I HAVE FOR MY TIME FRAME. 
RE-DIRECT 
DEFENDANT GAVE UP ON FINDING PROOF OF INSURANCE. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-DIRECT 
THAT WAS MYVOICE. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-DIRECT 
DEPUTY OSBORN PULLED UP I 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
EXPLAINS WHERE LIGNETICS IS. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-DIRECT 
GIVING A DATE FOR THE DEFENDANT TO SHOW PROOF TO THE CLERK. I 
EXPLAINS PROCESS OF ISSUING A TICKET. I 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-DIRECT 
PAPER RUSTLING MEANS I AM ISSUING A TICKET. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
I AM EXPLAINING THE CASE TO MY RIDE ALONG. I DON'T KNOW WHO THE 
RIDE ALONG WAS. I 
OBJECT 
LET'S MOVE ON. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
SHE DIDN'T TRUST POLICE. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
DEFENDANT HANDED OSBORN A MARIJUANA LEAF. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
OSBORN SAID IT WAS MY CALL 
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COURT MINUTES 
RE-DIRECT 
I WILL MAKE THE CALL TO GIVE A CITATION OR GO TO JAIL. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
RE-CROSS 
AM SEARCHING THE VEHICLE BECAUSE OSBORN'S DOG ALERTED AND 
• BECAUSE OF THE LEAF HANDED TO OSBORN BY THE DEFENDANT. I DIDN'T 
I 
I 
SEE THESE HAPPEN. 
REFRESH YOUR MEMORY BY REVIEWING YOUR REPORT? I 
YES 
VIDEO PLAYING ' ' 
RE-DIRECT 
NOT ASKt:D TO GIVE CONSENT TO SEARCH. CITES WHAT SAW IN VEHICLE. 









DARREN OSBORN I 
DIRECT 
OFFICER WITH THE BONNER COUNTY SHERRIFF. CITES TRAINING. CITES I I 
CERTIFICATIONS. HAVE A CANINE. I 
10-12-12: CALLED BY OFFICER KOCH FOR A TRAFFIC STOP. DEFENDANT I IDENTIFIED IN COURT. BONNER COUNTY IDAHO. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
I ANNOUNCED WHAT MY JOB WAS TO THE DEFENDANT. DEFENDANT'S 
I HANDS WERE SHAKING. DEFENDANT THREW HER PURSE AWAY FROM HERSELF. SHE ADMITTED SMOKING MARIJUANA WITH FRIENDS. SHE SAID 
SHE HAD A BAGGY IN HER PURSE. I 
VIDEO PLAYING I 
I HAVE A FLASHLIGHT IN MY HAND. I 
VIDEO PLAYING 
TAKING BAGGY GIVEN TO ME BY DEFENDANT AND PUTTING IT ON THE 
ROOF. 
SHE WAS UPSET WITH HERSELF FOR HAVING THE BAGGY. ITWAS A I 
GALLON FREEZER BAG WITH LEAVES AND A LITTLE BIT OF MARIJUANA. I I 
DID NOT SMELL ODORS IN THE CAR AND ON THE BAG. 
TRAFFICKERS DON'T USUALLY HIDE DRUGS IN THE CAR BUT ON THE CAR. 
SO THE DOG SEARCHES THE WHOLE VEHICLE. 
DIDN'T MIRANDIZE HER. OFFICER KOCH DID, IT HAPPENED AFTER FINDING 
I THE BAGGY. DID NOT ASK FOR CONSENT TO SEARCH. IF I BRING A DOG 
THAT IS CONSENT. 
CROSS 
DON'T RECALL IF I HAD OVER HEAD LIGHTS ON. ASKED THE DEFENDANT IF 
I THE DOG WOULD ALERT ON THE VEHICLE. I WILL ALWAYS RUN MY DOG. 
VIDEO PLAYING 
IF MY DOG ALERTS THEN I LET THE RESPONDING OFFICER SEARCH THE 
VEHICLE. 
VIDEO PLAYING . 
SUMMARIZING WHAT HAPPENED WITH DEFENDANT TO OFFICER KOCH. 
DEFENDANT SAID THE DOG WOULD ALERT. SHE SAID THERE WAS 
MARIJUANA IN THE CAR AND PRODUCED A BAGGY. 
NOTING FURTHER 
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COURT MINUTES 
ANYTHING ELSE FROM THE STATE? 
NO. MOVE TO ADMIT STATE'S 1 
NO OBJECTION 
ADMIT STATE'S 1 
DORIS HAYS SWORN 
DIRECT 
I WAS NERVOUS. I HAVE CONSUL TED WITH DR. HAUGEN FOR TESTS. I AM 
AFRAID OF MEN IN AUTHORITY. I GREW UP IN AN ABUSIVE HOME. I HAVE I 
HAD ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS. I JUST GOT OUT OF AN ABUSIVE I 
RELATIONSHIP. CITES ILLNESSES. 
I DID NOT BELIEVE OFFICERS BELIEVED ME. I TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT 
WHERE I WAS GOING. 
OFFICER OSBORN WAS PRETTY FRIENDLY. HE SAID IF I HAD MARIJUANA I 
WOULD GET A TICKET. HE SAID COOPERATION WOULD BE BEITER THEN IF 
MY DOG ALERTED. I TOLD HIM I SMOKED IT A WEEK AGO. I REMEMBERED I 







HE IMPLIED THAT IT WOULD BE EASIER FOR ME IF I COOPERATED. 
DEFENDANT'S A- REPORT FROM DR. HAUGEN. 
JUST RECEIVED. 
OCTOBER 2006 EVALUATION WAS PERFORMED. 
OBJECT 
A MEDICAL RECORD. STATE V. WILSON. 
NOT PROPERLY AUTHENTICATED. I 
SUSTAIN. STILL HEARSAY. I 
EXCEPTION TO THE HEARSAY RULE. I 
I DON'T HAVE A RULE BOOK 
HERE 
DON'T HAVE TIME TODAY TO FOLLOW THE NOTICE REQUIREMENT. I 
CROSS 
HAVE HAD DEALINGS WITH POLICE OFFICERS. HAVE HAD A COUPLE OF 
RESTRAINING ORDERS NOT AGAINST ME. 
2004 - DRUNK IN PUBLIC - THROWN OUT OF COURT. 
THAT'S ALL I RECALL. 
DOMESTIC ASSAULT IN TENNESSEE WAS THROWN OUT. ' 
SOMEONE TOOK SOMETHING IN PENNSYLVANIA AND I GOT IN TROUBLE TO. 





NO DON'T HAVE AN ADDICTION TO METHAMPHETAMINE. I 
OBJECTION 
OVERRULED SHE ANSWERED 
A LOT OF THINGS THAT WERE SAID WERE NOT IN THE REPORT NOT JUST 
THINGS SAID BY ME. 
NOTHING FURTHER. 
IT'S LATE AND THERE IS MEMORANDUMS. 
WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND TO MR. VOGELS BRIEFINGS. 
SURE 
I CAN FILE MY MEMORANDUM BY THE END OF THE WEEK. 
















MR. GREEN BANK ANOTHER WEEK l 
I WOULD APPRECIATE IT. 
I MARKED THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAM, IT WAS NOT ADMITTED. MARK I 
I 
UNDER SEAL OR RETURN TO ME. 
NO OBJECTION FOR IT TO BE RETURNED. 
RELEASE EXAM BACK TO MR. VOGEL. 
END 
VACATE TRIAL AND PRETRIAL. RESET PRETRIAL TO 5-2-13 AT 3:00 PM AND I 
TRIAL TO 5-13-13 AT 9:00 AM. I 
END 
DATE: 3-19-13 Page 5 of5 
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Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
120 East Lake Street 
Suite313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-6775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defenda..'lt, through her attorney, Paul 
William Vogel, hereby files this Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Mot
ion to 
Suppress filed January 28, 2013. 
I.FACTUALBACKGROUND 
On October 12, 2012 at 11 :30 p.m. Officer Koch of the Ponderay Police Department 
stopped a north bound vehicle on the basis that radar indicated that it was traveling 56 m
ph in 
a 45 mph zone. 
Officer Koch used his overhead blue lights to stop the vehicle. The lights remained 
on throughout the stop. 
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Office Koch's patrol vehicle had a video camera. It was activated as of the time of 
One minute, forty-two seconds (1 :42) after the stop Koch explains to the Defendant 
the reason for the stop. The Officer engages in a prolonged conversation with the Defe
ndant 
about why the Defendant is upset. 
Two minutes, twenty-five seconds (2:25) into the stop Koch requests the Defendant's 
license, insurance and registration. There is then a lot oftalk as to where the Defendan
t is 
going and where she lives. 
Three minutes, fifty seconds (3 :50) into the stop Koch asks the Defendant where her 
proof of insurance is. 
Four minutes (4:00) into the stop the Defendant's produces a registration. 
Four minutes, twenty-five seconds (4:25) into the stop there is a discussion that the 
proof of insurance is not a current one. 
Four minutes, forty-six seconds ( 4:46) into the stop Koch states that he is not going to 
write the Defendant a speeding citation but will give her a citation for failure to show c
urrent 
insurance and that she can produce proof of insurance and have the citation dismissed.
 
Five minutes, sixteen seconds ( 5: 16) after the stop Koch returns to his patrol vehicle. 
At five minutes, forty-three second (5:43) Koch makes his first radio transmission. It 
is to BCSO Deputy Osborn. He tells Osborn that he has stopped "a real nervous one th
at 
your dog might want to talk to". 
At 6:06 Koch runs a driver's check on the Defendant. 
At 6:30 Koch is advised that the Defendant's license is valid and clear. 
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At 7:54 Koch shines his spotlight on Defendant's car. 
At 9:55 Koch has a conversation with Osborn on scene. Koch tells Osborn that 
Defendant was doing 56 in a 45. 
At 10:06 Koch tells Osborn that Defendant's hands were shaking. He is dismissive of 
the Defendant's statements as to the fact that she is upset about her boyfriend. 
At 10:24 Koch tells Osborn that the Defendant's nervousness has nothing to do with a 
boyfriend. 
At 10:35 Osborn approaches the Defendant's car and talks to the Defendant, using his 
flashlight to illuminate the interior of the car. 
At 11 :36 Koch, on the radio, asks dispatch, whether "today is the 12th?" 
At 12: 15 the Defendant hands Osborn a plastic bag containing marijuana. Osborn 
puts it on top of the car. Koch testified that he saw this. 
At the Motion hearing Osborn, testified that he could not remember details of his 
conversation with Defendant. Instead, he made general references to what he was likely to 
have said based on what he usually says in other cases. 
At 13 :00 Osborn offers the bag to the Defendant and the Defendant puts something 
into the bag. 
At 13: 15 Koch says something to the affect of "He probably gave her the speech ... 
(inaudible on the tape) about finding things". At hearing on the Motion to Suppress Koch 
testified that he was talking to an individual riding along in his patrol vehicle and was 
explaining to that individual that Osborn must have given the Defendant the speech about 
how it would be better if the Defendant were to cooperate. At the hearing Osborn 
acknowledged that he has a standard speech to the effect that he asks the occupants if there is 
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anything that his drug dog will find and then explains to them something to the effect of how 
if they cooperate things will go better for them and that he would be likely to write a citation 
but that if it were necessary to search the car and contraband were found the Defendant would 
be more likely to be arrested. However, again, with regard to the instant case, Osborn could 
not be specific as to what he said or did not say. 
At 13:33 Koch is out of his car and back at the Defendant's car. 
At 14:00 Defendant states that the marijuana is just leaves. 
At 14: 15 Koch states that he will give the Defendant the citation "I already have". 
At 14:20 Defendant is removed from the car. At 14:52 the citation is delivered to her. 
At 15: 15 the drug dog is viewed, on camera, for the first time. 
At 15:42 the dog sits at the driver's side rear door. Koch is talking to the Defendant. 
At 18:00 Koch and Osborn talk. Osborn tells Koch about his conversation with the 
Defendant. They discuss whether to search the car. Osborne says to Koch, "it is your car". 
At hearing Koch testified he then made the decision to search the car. 
At 18:38 Koch states that he is going to search the car. 
At 25:36 the Defendant is arrested. 
The Defendant's testimony with regard to the conversation with Osborn is that 
Osborn asked, initially, if there were anything that would make the drug dog signal. Osborn 
said that if the Defendant cooperated it would be better for her; but ifhe had to have the dog 
find it, even if it was not much of anything, that it would be harder on the Defendant. She 
denied that the drug dog would find anything. 
After talking more with the Defendant, Defendant then admitted to having smoked 
marijuana with some :friends a few weeks ago. The Officer continued to stand there chatting. 
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The Officer asked again if there was anything a drug dog might signal on. He said that if the 
dog found it, even if it was not much of anything, that it would be "harder" on the Defendant. 
He told the Defendant that if she cooperated it would be better. Defendant then remembered 
that the pot from a few weeks ago was still under her seat and told the Officer about some 
leaf pieces in a bag with other trash under the seat. The Officer told her to pull out the 
marijuana. She did so. 
The Defendant clearly testified that she gave the Officer the marijuana, under the seat 
of her car, on the basis that she did not believe that she had "much of a choice" due to his 
repeated questioning, threats and promises. 
The Defendant testified that she suffers from depression and poor self esteem. That 
she is hypersensitive and cries easily. That she suffers from attention deficit disorder and 
that, as a result of growing up in an abusive home, and as a result of being abused by men, 
that she is exceptionally nervous in the presence of adult males, including police officers. 
Deputy Osborn testified that he did not read the Defendant her Miranda rights. 
Officer Koch testified that he only read the Defendant her Miranda rights after recovery of the 
methamphetarnine and after the Defendant's arrest at 25 :36 into the stop. 
II. LEGAL ISSUES 
A. WAS THE DEFENDANT'S CONFESSION TO POSSESSING 
MARIJUANA MADE VOLUNTARILY? 
B. WERE THE DEFENDANT'S FOURTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS 
VIOLATED BY AN IMPERMISSIBLE EXTENSION OF THE 
DURATION A TERRY STOP? 
C. WERE THE DEFENDANT'S FIFTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS 
VIOLATED? 
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A. THE DEFENDANT'S CONFESSION WAS NOT VOLUNTARY. 
In determining whether a confession is voluntary a reviewing Court must determine 
whether the statements made to the Defendant, prior to the confession were sufficient to 
undermine the Defendant's free will. State v. Kysar, 114 Idaho 457(Ct.App.1988). If the 
Defendant's free will is undermined by threats or through direct or implied promises, then a 
statement cannot be considered voluntary and is inadmissible. 
The United States Supreme Court has recognized that a non custodial 
interrogation might in some situations, by virtue of special circumstances, be characterized as 
one where Defendant's confession was not given voluntarily. In order to find a violation of 
Defendant's due process rights by virtue of an involuntary confession, coercive police 
conduct is necessary. The State must show by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
Defendant's statements were voluntary. The proper inquiry is to look to the totality of the 
circumstances and then ask whether the Defendant's will was overborne by the police 
conduct. In determining the voluntariness of a confession, a Court must look to the 
characteristics of the accused and the details of interrogation, including: (1) whether Miranda 
warnings were given; (2) the youth of the accused; (3) the accused's level of education or 
level of intelligence; (4) the length of the detention; (5) the repeated and prolonged nature of 
the questions; and (6) deprivation of food or sleep. State v. Valero, 285 P.3d 1014(Idaho 
App. 2012). 
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The six factors listed above were established by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S.218, 226(1973). However, in Valero, supra, the Idaho 
Court of Appeals also cited from State v. Wilson, 126 Idaho 926, 929(Ct. App.1995) that, if a 
Defendant's free will is undermined by threats or through direct or implied promises, then the 
statement is not voluntary and is inadmissible. Wilson holds that the Court may consider 
characteristics of the accused and whether Miranda warnings were given. 
Promises made by law enforcement officers without the authority to fulfill such 
promises may render a confession involuntary. State v. Kvsar, 114 Idaho 457,459. 
Although, in Valero, the Officer did not make direct promises, the trial court and the Court of 
Appeals found that the themes developed and tactics used by the Detective, including stating 
that "telling the truth would be better" than lying, certainly indicated matters outside of the 
Detective's control. 
In the instant case, the Officer's statement that, if a dog found something it would be 
"harder on Defendant and that if she cooperated it would better" implicated matters outside of 
the Detective's control. Although the State will argue that it is within Osborn's control 
whether to issue a citation, or make an arrest, there are two problems with this assertion. 
First, Osborn cannot remember what he told the Defendant. The Defendant, on the other 
hand, testified that the only language used was things would either be better or harder. In 
weighing the credibility of the witnesses the Court should find that Osborn states that things 
would be harder on the Defendant if she did not cooperate and better if she did cooperate. 
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Alternatively, if the Court were to find Deputy Osborn's testimony more persuasive 
then the Court would have to recognize that the statements are misleading and promise things 
outside of Osborn's control. Although the statements would be true ,vith regard to 
misdemeanor possession of controlled substances, they would be untrue with regard to felony 
possession of methamphetamine. If, in response to the Officer's questioning, the Defendant 
produced methamphetamine, the Officer would be unable to cite the Defendant with a ticket. 
Instead, the Officer would take the Defendant into custody. 
Regardless, as can be determined from the testimony, Deputy Osborn was using 
specific tactics, rehearsed and used previously, in an effort to induce the Defendant into 
confessing. 
At the time of the confession (the admission of having marijuana, not the admission 
of having smoked marijuana two weeks previously, followed by the surrender of the 
marijuana) the Defendant had not been advised of her Miranda warnings. 
As indicated above when determining whether a statement is not voluntary, and thus 
inadmissible, the Court may consider the characteristics of the accused as to whether or not 
the Officer's conduct undermined the free will of the Defendant. In the instant case the 
Defendant suffers from anxiety and low self esteem. She is fearful of males and individuals 
in authority such as police officers. She did not believe that she had any choice other than to 
comply with the Officer. The Officer made promises that if she cooperated things would be 
good and threatened that if she did not cooperate things would be harder on her. In response 
to the Officer telling her this and asking her to make an incriminating statement, she declined 
to do so. The Officer did not accept her statement and, once again, threatened her by stating 
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that if she cooperated things would be better and that if she did not cooperate things would be 
harder on her. 
The Defendant's medical conditions made it difficult for her to be assertive and made 
her susceptible to coercion by persons in authority. Her free will was undermined by the 
Officer's threats and, as a result thereof, her statements were not voluntary and should be 
ruled by this Court to be inadmissible. 
Finally, when making a determination as to whether the Defendant's statements were 
voluntary, the Court is entitled to consider that Miranda warnings were not given. 
Although the State will likely argue that Miranda warnings were not required because 
a traffic stop is, in essence, a T errv detention, it is the defense's position that, by the time the 
Defendant surrendered the marijuana , the Igry stop had been impermissibly extended in 
duration as more fully argued below. It v.'ill be further argued that, as a result of an 
impermissible extension of the stop, the Defendant was in custody for Miranda purposes and 
the State was required to read to her her Miranda warnings prior to questioning her about the 
presence of drugs. 
B. THE DEFENDANT'S FOlJRTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS WERE 
VIOLATED AS A RESULT OF AN IMPERMISSABLE EXTENSION 
OF A TRAFFIC STOP. 
In State v. Aguirre, 114 Idaho 560(Idaho App. 2005) the Idaho Court of Appeals 
addressed the issue as to whether utilization of a drug dog, accompanying a traffic stop, 
impermissibly extended the duration of the stop and thus violated the Defendant's Fourth 
Amendment rights. 
In its analysis the Court noted as follows: 
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1. The Fourth Amendment safeguards against unreasonable searches and 
seizures applies to the seizure of persons through arrest or detentions falling short of arrest. 
2. The stop of a vehicle is a seizure of its occupants and is therefore subject to 
Fourth Amendment standards. 
3. The question whether an investigative detention is reasonable requires a dual 
inquiry into: 
A. Whether the Officer's action was justified at its inception; 
B. Whether it was reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which 
justified the interference in the first place. 
4. Where a person is detained, the scope of detention must be carefully tailored 
to its underlying justification. 
5. An investigative detention must be temporary and last no longer than is 
necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop. 
Although a drug dog sniff is not a search and may be done during a traffic stop 
without reasonable suspicion of drug activity, and although it is not a Fourth Amendment 
violation for an Officer who has stopped someone for a traffic violation to ask unrelated 
questions about drugs and weapons, the Fourth Amendment is implicated if the questioning 
and use of a drug dog extends the duration of the stop beyond that which was necessary to 
address the traffic violation. 
The Idaho Courts have addressed this issue in a number of cases, to-wit: Aquirre, 
supra; State v. Silva, 134 Idaho 848 (Ct. App. 2000); State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357 (Ct. 
App. 2000). 
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The Parkinson case is remarkably similar to the instant case. In Parkinson a 
Ponderay police officer stopped the Defendant's car due to a cracked windshield and 
speeding. As in the instant case, Parkinson initially could not locate proof of insurance but 
ultimately produced an insurance document that was not satisfactory to the Officer. The 
Officer advised Parkinson that he was going to issue a citation for failure to show proof of 
insurance and that it could be dismissed if, in fact, Parkinson had insurance. The Officer then 
returned to his vehicle and contacted dispatch to run a driver's check and then began to write 
out the citation for no proof of insurance. 
ISP Trooper Ford arrived on scene with a drug dog but, apparently, without having 
been contacted by radio by the Officer who made the stop to request assistance. Trooper 
Ford contacted the Defendant and asked a series of questions concerning alcohol, drugs and 
weapons. Ford then took his drug dog around the truck. The drug dog alerted. Ford asked 
the Defendant where the drugs were and the Defendant indicated her purse. 
The Court found that Ford arrived about four minutes after initiation of the traffic 
stop and that the entire incident, ending ·with Parkinson's arrest, lasted approximately ten to 
fifteen minutes. There is reference in the appellate decision that this time frame is " no 
greater than the duration of a normal traffic stop." 
However, the Officer in Parkinson did not interrupt the standard processing of the 
traffic stop to specifically radio and request assistance from another Officer with a drug dog. 
Additionally, Ford did not threaten Parkinson with harsher treatment if she did not admit to 
possessing drugs. Furthermore, Ford relied on Parkinson's initial responses to his questions 
and then utilized his drug dog to sniff around the outside of Parkinson's truck. In the instant 
case, rather than engage in a permissible utilization of a drug dog, Deputy Osborn continued 
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to question the Defendant, even after she had initially denied the presence of drugs. At this 
point it should be noted that this alleged investigative detention is not reasonably related in 
scope to the circumstances which justified the interference in the first place. The 
circumstances which justified the initial stop of the vehicle was speeding, nothing more; 
nothing less. And, Deputy Osborn threatened the Defendant not only on one occasion, but at 
two separate times. And, Koch delayed his investigation of a minor traffic infraction on two 
occasions to work with Osborn on a drug investigation. 
The citation is delivered to the Defendant at 14:52, prior to the drug dog being 
brought on scene. The methamphetamine is not found and Defendant not arrested until some 
11 minutes after delivery of the citation. Accordingly, the only basis to utilize a drug dog to 
search the car is Defendant's surrender of the marijuana. If the admission of marijuana and 
the surrender of the marijuana violates Defendant's Fourth or Fifth Amendment rights and, if 
by that time the traffic stop has been unlawfully extended, then there is no exception to the 
warrant requirement that will allow utilization of the drug dog and subsequent search of the 
car. 
In State v. Aquirre, supra, the Court of Appeals notes that it is not a Fourth 
Amendment violation for an Officer to stop someone for a traffic violation to run a drug dog 
around the perimeter of the vehicle or to ask unrelated questions about drugs and weapons. 
However, in Parkinson the Officer asking questions about drugs and weapons, and running 
the drug dog around the perimeter of the vehicle was not the officer that made the stop or that 
was writing the citation. In the instant case Officer Koch continually questioned the 
Defendant because he believed that she showed signs of drug abuse. Note, however, that 
Officer Koch's testimony, or at least the credibility related thereto, is weak at best. In 
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response to direct questioning from the State, Officer Koch was unable to quantify any 
amount of time that he had spent, in training, devoted to drug abuse recognition; just that he 
had received some training at some unspecified time. No details were given as to the nature 
of the training and whether or not the Officer was required to meet any performance 
standards with regard to the training. 
The Court, in Aguirre, also noted that the United States Supreme Court that holds 
that a drug dog sniff is not a search, and therefore may be done during a traffic stop without 
reasonable suspicion of drug activity, involved a situation where the duration of the stop was 
not lengthened by the use of a drug dog. 
In State v. Sylva, 134 Idaho 848 (Ct. App. 2000) the Court held that an Officer's 
request to search a car was lawful where the request was made before the issuance of the 
traffic citation had been completed and the request lengthened the process only by a second or 
two. 
In State v. Gutierrez, 137 Idaho 647 (Ct. App. 2002) the Court found it impermissible 
for an Officer to question a driver about matters unrelated to the traffic stop after a written 
warning had been issued to the driver. The Court held that the questioning constituted an 
unwarranted intrusion upon the vehicle occupant's privacy and liberty even though it 
extended the duration of the stop by only 60 to 90 seconds. 
The question is, therefore, did the conduct of the Officers at the scene extend the 
duration of the stop. There are no prior Court rulings, and no persuasive argument can be 
made, that the inquiry is whether the stop was extended in duration after the issuance of a 
citation as opposed to whether the stop was extended in duration during the processing of the 
stop. 
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The process is extended in duration, imperrnissibly, if the Officer who pulled over the 
Defendant's car; the Officer writing the citation, Koch, devotes time, without a reasonable 
and articulable suspicion of criminal activity, towards initiation of a drug investigation. 
Between 5:16 and 6:06 Koch does nothing other than devote his time to initiating a drug 
investigation. It is noteworthy that, even before running a driver's check on the Defendant, 
he initiates a call to Deputy Osborn. This is a period of time of 50 seconds. From 9:55 until 
10:3 5 Koch and Osborn are engaged in conversation related not to the traffic citation but, 
instead, a drug investigation. This is another 40 second delay. 
At 12:15 Koch testifies that he sees the Defendant hand Osborn a plastic bag and sees 
Osborn place it on the car. This is at a period oftime that Koch should be finishing up his 
citation. Instead, he has delayed the writing and issuance of the citation to wait and see what 
results from Osborn's efforts to compel an admission or surrender of contraband from the 
Defendant. Rather than writing out the citation Koch is talking with his "ride along" and 
explaining what Osborn has accomplished. 
Another noteworthy aspect of the holding in the Aquirre case is the Court's comment, 
at p.564 that "the collective effort of the police was uniformly directed at a drug investigation 
completely unrelated to the traffic stop. The Court further notes that, "when the Officers 
requested permission to search the truck and then employed a drug dog, they did so without 
reasonable suspicion of a drug-related offense." Accordingly, the lack of a reasonable and 
articulable suspicion to utilize a drug dog is a factor to be considered by the Court as to 
whether or not the actual utilization of the drug dog impermissibly extended the duration of 
the detention authorized by Terrv. 
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There was no reasonable articulable suspicion that the Defendant was engaged in the 
transport of drugs. Although Officer Koch testified about the Defendant's nervousness, and 
his belief that her story made no sense, the Defendant's statements to the Officer explained 
her nervousness; explains why she chose to drive on the roads utilized; explains why she was 
buying "lunch" for a friend at 11 :30 at night. Officer Koch's testimony, should the State 
argue it, does not support his belief that she was under the influence of alcohol and or drugs. 
At no time was the Defendant questioned as to whether she had been drinking; at no time 
were any efforts undertaken to administer a drug recognition evaluation of the Defendant. 
C. THE DEFENDANT'S FIFTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED. 
The District Court, in Parkinson, did not address an alternative basis for suppression, 
the failure to give Miranda warnings when the Defendant was questioned about the location 
of drugs following the drug dog's alert. In the instant case no Miranda warnings were give to 
the Defendant prior to the Officer asking Defendant if there were drugs in the car. 
The Court in Parkinson, citing State v. Frank, 133 Idaho 364 (Idaho Ap. 1999) noted 
that a person need not be under arrest to be in custody for Miranda purposes. 
The Miranda issue is whether the Defendant's admission of possession and 
production of the marijuana was in response to custodial interrogation. Since the Defendant 
was subject to express questioning, the interrogation aspect of the inquiry is satisfied. 
Accordingly, the inquiry needs to focus on whether the Defendant in the instant case was in 
custody at the time she was questioned by Deputy Osborn. 
For application of the Miranda Rule, a person is "in custody" when he or she is 
arrested or when his or her freedom of action is curtailed to the degree associated with formal 
arrest. Berkemer v. McCarty, 468 U.S. 420, 440 (1980). The totality of the circumstances 
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must be examined, which may include the location of the interrogation, the conduct of the 
Officers, the nature and manner of the questioning, the time of the interrogation, and other 
persons present. 
In Berkemer, supra, the United States Supreme Court held that roadside questioning 
of a motorist pursuant to a routine traffic stop did not constitute "custodial interrogation" for 
the purposes of the Miranda warnings. The Court analogized a routine traffic stop to a~ 
stop holding that the similarly non-coercive aspect of ordinary traffic stops prompts us to hold 
that persons temporarily detained pursuant to such stops are not "in custody" for the purposes 
of Miranda. 
The Idaho case most closely associated with Berkemer is State v. Ferreira, 133 Idaho 
474 (Idaho App. 1999). Although the Ferreira case is a Fourth Amendment, as opposed to a 
Fifth Amendment, case it is instructive. It holds that an arrest is a full-scale seizure of a 
person requiring probable cause. An investigative detention is characterized as a seizure of 
limited duration which, when supported by a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity, falls 
within a judicially created exception to the probable cause requirement. To question an 
individual, after stop of their automobile, concerning possible criminal behavior there must 
be some objective manifestation that the person stopped is, or is about to be, engaged in 
criminal activity. Ferreira, supra at P.705. At the time Osborn questioned the Defendant 
there was no reasonable and articulable suspicion or objective manifestation that Hays was 
engaged in criminal activity. Officer Koch asked the Defendant questions; the Defendant 
responded to those questions in an appropriate manner. There was nothing in the verbal 
exchange between Koch and the Defendant that could possibly have given rise to reasonable 
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and articulable suspicion that the Defendant was transporting drugs. When the Officer asked 
her why she was nervous, the Defendant gave appropriate and reasonable responses. 
In Ferreira the Court justifies administration of field sobriety tests, and the questions 
that accompany the administration of the field sobriety tests, on the basis that the drunk driver 
is one of society's greatest concerns and that the State has a vital interest in promoting public 
safety by reducing alcohol-related traffic accidents and by insuring the fitness of drivers 
behind the wheel. To determine whether a search conducted with an investigatory detention 
is reasonable and therefore constitutionally permissible the Court must balance the State's 
interest in conducting the search against the level of intrusion into an individual's privacy that 
the search entails. 
In the instant case Officer Koch was writing out citations for a minor traffic 
infractions. Deputy Osborn was engaged in a fishing expedition unrelated to a compelling 
societal interest. Umelated to a societal interest because there was no probable cause or 
reasonable suspicion that Defendant Hays was engaged in criminal conduct. It is important to 
note that, in Ferreira, the officer detected an odor of alcohol and Ferreira admitted 
consumption of two glasses of wine and a glass of cognac. It was on this basis that the Court 
held that the administration of field sobriety tests did not violate the Defendants' Fourth 
Amendment rights on the basis that the administration of field sobriety tests outweighs the 
intrusion into the Defendant's privacy interests. There was no invasion of privacy because 
the encounter was not a full-scale seizure of Ferreira but, instead, an investigative detention. 
However, and this is critically important, the only reason it was "an investigative detention" 
was because the detention was supported by a reasonable suspicion of criminai activity. 
There is no reasonable suspicion of criminal activity in this case. The Defendant did not 
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admit drinking to Officer Koch; Officer Koch did not even ask the Defendant is she had been 
using drugs. No one asked the Defendant to perform field sobriety tests. No one asked the 
Defendant to take a breath alcohol test. No one asked the Defendant to submit to a drug 
recognition evaluation. The fact that there was no basis for this alleged Terry stop and 
investigation means that the level of intrusion into the Defendant's privacy outweighs any 
interest of the State in conducting the investigation. Accordingly, Defendant Hays was in 
custody for purposes of the Fourth and Fifth Amendment at the time she was questioned. 
If there were a reasonable suspicion of drug activity then Deputy Osborn's 
questioning of the Defendant would be in the nature of a Terry stop because the questioning 
would have occurred as a result of an investigation detention. However, to the extent that the 
Defendant was detained (in her automobile, with two police vehicles present, at least one 
with overhead blue flashing lights, vvith a drug dog on scene), this was not related to the 
traffic stop. 
So, was the questioning of Hays an investigative stop, and thus allowed, or a defacto 
arrest in violation of her Fourth and Fifth Amendment rights? 
1. The seriousness of the crime; There is no reasonable articulable suspicion as 
to the commission of any crime whatsoever. This is contrasted to the seriousness of drinking 
and driving, and evidence of drinking and driving as addressed in great detail in Ferreira. 
2. The location of the encounter; On a roadside, the same as in Ferreira. 
However, in Ferreira the questioning is justified because the officer is trying to determine 
whether to allow the Defendant to go on his way. Here, the questioning is directed solely 
towards trying to apprehend the Defendant. 
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As a result of the violation of the Defendant's Fourth and Fifth Amendment rights 
under the United States Constitution and the Idaho Constitution, all evidence recovered by 
the State in this matter, and all admissions of the Defendant should be suppressed as fruit of 
the poisonous tree. 
Paul William Vogel 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS was delivered via hand delivery to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
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BONNER COUNTY PllOSECUTING A'ITORNEY 
127 s. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICJ' OF 11IE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR. THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
v .. 










Case No: CR-2012-5115 
STIPULATION FOR EXTENSION 
OFTDm FOR FILING STATE'S 
BRIEF 
COMES NOW the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney and Paul Vogel, 
Attorney for Defendant, and hereby stipulate for the Court to grant an Extension of Time for 
filing of the State's Brlef jn the above entitled case. 
The basis for this Stipulation is that State's counsel is out of the office m and will not be 
able to file its brief by 5:00 p.m. today, March 291 2013, as directed by the Court. It is further 
stipulated that the State will file its brief no later than 5:00 p.m. on April ~' 2013. 
DATED this ,,: day of Apn1, 2013. 
~d.lt-1.--& 
Shane Greenbank, · 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Attorney for Defendant 
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BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
v. 











Case No: CR-2012-5115 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION 
OFTIMEFORFIUNG 
STATE'S BRIEF 
Pursuant to the Stipulation filed by the Office of the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
and Paul Vogel, Attorney for Defendant, and good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that an extension of time of one week will be given to the 
State for filing of its brief in the above-entitled matter. The State shall file its brief no later than 
5:00 p.m. on April 5th, 2013. 
DATED this \ day of April, 2013. 
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF TIME 
FOR FILING OF STATE'S BRIEF- 1 of 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of April, 2013, I caused to be served true and correct 
copies of the foregoing document as follows: 
Shane Greenbank 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
vi-&W.M. > 
Paul Vogel 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Case No. CR-2012-5115 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
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COMES NOW, Shane Greenbank, CbieIDeputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, State 
hearing memorandum on file), regarding Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
''The standard of review of a suppression motion is bifurcated. When a decision on a motion to 
suppress is challenged, we accept the trial court's findings of fact which are supported by substantial 
evidence, but we freely review the application of constitutional principles to the facts as found." State 
v. Turek. 150 Idaho 745, 747 {Ct.App. 2011)(citi.ng State v. Atkinson, 128 Idaho 559, 561 
(Ct.App.1996)). ''At a suppression hearing, the power to assess the credibility of witnesses, resolve 
factual conflicts, weigh evidence, and draw factual inferences is vested in the trial court." Id. (Citing 
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State v. Valdez-Molina, 127 Idaho 102, 106 (1995) and State v. Schevers, 132 Idaho 786, 789 
(Ct.App.1999)). 
FACTS 
The following is an estimated timeline of events based on the video CD that will be admitted as 
evidence at hearing: 
1.12 Defendant comes to a stop after Koch activates his lights for speed over legal 
1 :36 Koch makes personal contact 
4: 15 Defendant declares she can't .find proof of insurance 
5:15 Koch gives up on Defendant trying to :find Ins and goes to car to vvrite ticket 
5:32 Koch gets into car and radio's Sheriffs Deputy Osborn, a K-9 unit 
5:55 Koch .finishes talking to Osborn and radios dispatch to run check 
6:30 Dispatch says clear and that Defendant is a protected person in protection order. Koch 
asks who other party is, is told Randy Swanson (not certain on name), and says 
"copy'' at 6:50 
7:48 Koch turns on spot light on Defendant's interior based on movements 
9:50 Osborn arrives and is briefed by Koch 
10:27 Osborn leaves Koch's car and goes to D's car 
12:10: 1) Osborn is handed something from D and he places it on the roof; 2) sounds like 
Koch is :finishing ticket. 
13 :25 Koch gets out of car and goes to make contact w/ D. 
Furthermore, the state incorporates by reference Officer Koch's timeline given in open court 
during the hearing on defendant's motion to suppress. The time:frame between Koch getting back into 
his car for the purpose of writing a ticket and the defendant handing the drugs and paraphernalia to 
Osborn is approximately 6.92 minutes. 
LAW 
l. THE SEIZURE AND TERRYDETE1''TI0N WAS LAWFUL 
In this case, Ponderay Officer Koch, observed the defendant's vehicle traveling at a speed of 56 
mph in a 45 mph zone, via radar confirmation, in Bonner County- a violation ofl.C. § 49-654. On that 
basis, the officer initiated a traffic stop. Therefore, the initial seizure and continued Terry detention was 
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lawful. 
Il. THE STOP WAS NOT UNLAWFULLY EXTEI\'DED 
"Although an investigative detention must ordinarily last no longer than is necessary to 
effectuate the pm:pose of the stop, Florida v. Royer, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 1325 (1983), a detention initiated 
for one investigative pm:pose may disclose suspicious circumstances that justify expanding the 
investigation to other possible crimes." State v. Brumfield, 136 Idaho 913, 916 (Ct.App. 2001)(where 
investigation of car theft was legally expanded to encompass possible drug-related offenses because, in 
patting down occupants, officers found drug paraphernalia). 
"Ordinarily, a traffic stop must last no longer than necessary to effectuate its pmpose, and the 
investigative inquiry must be reasonably related in scope to the justification for the stop." State v. 
Johnson, 137 Idaho 656, 659 (Ct.App. 2002)( citing Florida v. Royer, 103 S. Ct. 1319 (1983) and State v. 
Myers, 118 Idaho 608, 612 (Ct.App. 1990)). However, "brief inquires unrelated to the initial 
purpose of the stop do not per se violate a detainee's Fourth Amendment rights." State v. 
Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 362 (Ct.App. 2000)(where officer's questions regarding drugs during a traffic 
stop did not violate defendant's rights where the length of the stop was not extended by the unrelated 
questions); See also State v. Grantham, 146 Idaho 490,496 (Ct.App. 2008)("Brief, general questions 
about drugs and weapons, in and of themselves, do not extend an otherwise lawful detention"). In 
addition, when determining whether a detention is too long, the reviewing court should consider 
"whether the police are acting in a swiftly developing situation, and in such case the court should 
not indulge in unrealistic second-guessing .... The question is not whether some other alternative 
was available, but whether the police acted unreasonably in failing to recognize or to pursue it." 
State v. Buri, 131 Idaho 793 (1998)(guoting U.S. v. Sharpe, 470 U.S. 675 (1985)). 
"[I}t is also recognized that 'any routine traffic stop might turn up suspicions circumstances 
which could justify an officer asking questions unrelated to the stop. The officer's observations, 
general inquiries, and events succeeding the stop may - and often do - give rise to legitimate 
reasons for particularized lines of inquiry and further investigation by an officer.'" Johnson, 137 
Idaho at 659-60 (quoting Myers, 118 Idaho at 613). 
In Johnson, the defendant was stopped for speeding. Id. at 658. While speaking to Johnson, the 
officer detected an odor of alcohol, observed that Johnson acted extremely nervous, and noticed that his 
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pupils were dilated and his eyes bloodshot. Id. The Court of Appeals stated: 
[The officer's] observations of Johnson's appearance and behavior during the traffic stop 
justified [the] expansion of the investigation beyond the speeding violation. These 
observations initially led [the officer] to suspect that Johnson was under the influence of 
either alcohol or drugs. Administration of the horizontal gaze nystagmus test, which tended 
to absolve Johnson of alcohol intoxication, also gave [the officer} an indication that Johnson 
was under the influence of marijuana. This justified [the officer] in pursuing the 
investigation by administering another test to check for marijuana use. Johnson's failure of 
that test, together with other factors- his dilated pupils, bloodshot eyes, body tremors, and 
excessive nervousness- enhanced [the officer's J suspicion that Johnson may have been using 
marijuana. This reasonable suspicion justified further investigation, including the request 
for consent to search Johnson's automobile. 
Id. at 660; See also State v. Ramirez, 145 Idaho 886 (Ct.App. 2008)(Scope of the traffic stop was not 
unlawfully extended when officer asked driver how many pounds of drugs he was transporting and by 
calling for a drug dog. The added time was reasonable for officer to investigate the vehicle's ownership 
and unusual circumstances of the sale of the vehicle.); State v. Gomez, 144 Idaho 865 (Ct.App. 
2007)(Scope of traffic stop for speeding was not unlawfully expanded when officer observed a ''marked 
reddening" in the driver's eyes and noticed that the driver's speech was rapid and broken. Officer also 
learned that driver was recently released from prison and had a combative history with law enforcement. 
Also, another officer on scene observed what he thought was a gun case in the vehicle in plain view); 
State v. Buri, 131 Idaho 793 (1998)(0ne hour did not convert a stop into an arrest where, based on the 
totality of the circumstances, the officers acted diligently and reasonably to confirm or dispel their 
suspicions"). 
In this case, there was no unreasonable extension of time for the seizure. Indeed, it does not 
appear it was "extended" at all. Officer Koch legitimately stopped the vehicle, was concerned about 
the excessive nervousness the defendant and asked a few entirely acceptable questions regarding drugs. 
Officer Koch was at the defendant's window for approximately 3 .6 minutes, at which point he gave up 
on the defendant trying to find her proof of insurance and returned to his car to write a citation for that 
offense. Upon entering his car, he immediately radioed the K-9 unit, and began writing the citation. 
While writing the citation, the officer had to monitor radio traffic, have contact with dispatch, divided 
his attention by devoting more time to watching the defendant due to the excessive movement in the 
vehicle, etc. Even then, it only took him approximately 6.8 minutes to complete the citation. There 
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simply is no extension of time or delay on the part of the officer in this case. Furthermore, just as Koch 
was completing the citation and before he even began to get out of the car, the defendant handed the 
marijuana bag out the window to Osborn. At that moment, probable cause was established to justify 
further detention to investigate a separate offense. 
ill. DEFENDA.'l'lT'S CONFESSION WAS NOT COERCED 
In determining whether a defendant's will was overborne by coercive police conduct, courts 
consider "the characteristics of the accused and the details of the interrogation," which include: "(1) 
whether Miranda warnings were given; (2) the youth of the accused; (3) the accused's level of education 
or low intelligence; (4) the length of the detention; (5) the repeated and prolonged nature of the 
questioning; and (6) deprivation of food or sleep." State v. Valero, _Idaho_, 285 P.3d 1014, 1016 
(Ct. App. 2012) (citing Schneckloth v. Bustamente. 412 U.S. 218,226 (1973) and State v. Troy. 124 
Idaho 211,214, 858 P.2d 750, 753 (Ct. App. 1993)). 
In this case, the defendant is not very young, was not detained for any significant period of time 
prior to her handing Osborn the drugs, was not denied food or sleep, and was not subjected to repeated 
or prolonged questioning. Nor did the incident entail an over abundance of officers; no weapons were 
drawn; there was no yelling by the officers; defendant wasn't required to get out of the car prior to her 
admitting the drug possession; etc. ln fact, th.ere was nothing done during this contact that was so 
egregious to overcome the defendant's free will. 
Defendant does claim that she is oflow intelligence however- although. although all she could 
offer byway of evidence to this claim is answering the leading questions of her counsel without support 
of any credible evidence. As was made clear at the hearing, the defendant certainly has an interest in 
molding her testimony to fit whatever circumstance is necessary for her to prevail on her motion to 
suppress. After all, she claimed not to have any experience with law enforcement, but on cross 
examination by the state, she conceded that she had a number of arrests/involvements with law 
enforcement as the state went through her NCIC criminal history with her. This, contrasted with the 
fact that the defendant, while suffering from all the conditions she claims, maintained that her testimony 
regarding the stop was accurate and that her conditions wouldn't have an impact on her ability to 
accurately recall the events of the night of the stop. She is not credible, and the facts as elicited at 
hearing do not support the claim of a coerced confession. 
Fu.."'ib.er, despite counsel's repeated efforts, the record does not support a claim that Osborn made 
any misstatements of law or fact to the defendant in order to get her to confess. Officers always 
encourage occupants of vehicles to give up any contraband they may have and, in so doing, state to the 
occupants that if it is just a misdemeanor drug offense, the officer will simply cite and release, or 
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perhaps even seize the contraband and let the occupants go with a warning. This is not a falsity, it's not 
illegal, and certainly not coercive. It is a discretionary call by the officer on scene. Indeed, even if it is a 
felony drug offense, there is still no mandate that there be a custodial arrest. 
All in all, the confession of the defendant and the handing of some of the drugs to Osborn was 
not coerced. 
I. Miranda only applies when there is a "custodial interrogation". 
The requirement of Miranda warnings is based upon the Fifth.Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 463-69 (1966). Miranda is operative whenever a 
person is (1) being interrogated by police and (2) the person is in custody. State v. Doe, 130 Idaho 811, 
814 (Ct.App. 1997). This is not and "either/or" rule. Both "interrogation" and "custody" must occur 
before Miranda applies. 
A. "interrogation,, 
A question or statement amounts to an "interrogation" if "it was reasonably likely to elicit an 
incriminating response" - as opposed to a question or statement that is ''normally attendant to arrest and 
custody", whichisnotan"interrogation". Statev. Salato, 137Idaho260,268(Ct.App.2001). See U.S. 
v. Alleg, 247 F.3d 741 (8th Cir. 2001)(:k:eeping a suspect informed of the progress of the investigation 
and status of charges against him should be encouraged so long as the communication is truthful and not 
designed or likely to elicit an incriminating response); U.S. v. Foster, 227 F.3d 1096 (9th Cir. 2000). 
B. "in custody" 
To ascertain whether an individual was in custody, a court must consider all of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation, with the ultimate inquiry being ''whether there [was] a 
'formal arrest QI. restraint on freedom of movement' of the degree associated with a formal arrest." 
Doe, 130 Idaho at 816 (emphasis added). "This test is an objective one based on 'all of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation."' lg; see also Stansbury v. California, 511 U.S. 318, 323 
(1994)(United States Supreme Court explained that ''the initial determination of custody depends on the 
objective circumstances of the interrogation, not on the subjective views harbored by either the 
interrogating officers or the person being questioned."). "The relevant inquiry is how a reasonable 
person in the suspect's position would have understood his situation." Id. "[T]his inquiry focuses on 
such elements as the time and location of the interrogation, the conduct of the officers, the nature and 
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manner of the questioning. and other persons present." Id. 
Although Osborn's interaction with the defendant could be construed to be an ''interrogation" -
albeit, a rather weak one - the defendant certainly was not ''in custody" for the purposes of Miranda. 
Certainly, she was not free to leave as Koch wrote the citation, but her detention did not raise to the 
level of formal arrest or restraint on freedom of movement to the degree normally associated with a 
forma arrest. Indeed, prior to the defendant handing some of the drugs to Osborn, she remained seated 
in her car, wasn't subjected to weapons, yelling. handcuffs, etc. She simplywas not in custody for the 
purposes of Miranda. Indeed, to claim as much on these facts, an officer would have to Mirandize every 
person stopped for any reason before asking a question of any kind - and that is not what the law 
requires. In this case, there was no custodial interrogation. 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
The State respectfully requests this court DENY the defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this __ day of April, 2013. 
~L~ 
SHANE GREENBANK, ISB# 7845 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 38B day of April, 2013, a true and correct copy of this 
Supplemental Memorandum was caused to be served as follows: 
Court File - Original 
P. Vogel - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Case No. CR 2012-0005115 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, 
Defendant. 
Although the initial stop of the defendant was la~rfuL her detention was 
impermissibly extended in violation of the Fourth Amendment. Further, the 
defendant was in custody when she made the incriminating statements and was 
subjected to custodial interrogation, but was not given Miranda warnings prior to 
questioning. Lastly, her confession was not a product of free will and was 
involuntary. The evidence gathered from the unreasonable detention is "fruit of 
the poisonous tree" and is inadmissible. The motion to suppress is granted. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Defendant Doris Nepa Hays moves the Court to suppress all statements made by her after 
the stop of her vehicle, and to suppress all physical evidence recovered after the stop, on the 
grounds of the impermissible extension of the stop, involuntariness of the confession, and that 
she was in custody for purposes of Miranda when questioned by law enforcement, but was not 
advised of her Miranda rights prior to questioni.l.lg. A hearing on the suppression motion was 
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held on March 19, 2013. Upon consideration of the briefs submitted by counsel and their oral 
arguments, together with the evidence presented, including the testimony of the defendant and 
the officers involved in the stop, and an audiovisual CD of the stop, the Court issues the 
following Memorandum Decision and Order. 
II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS DURING THE STOP 
On October 12, 2012, at 11:30 p.m., Officer Brian Koch of the Ponderay Police 
Department was working stationary radar enforcement on Highway 95 at mile marker 474.8 
when he visually estimated a northbound passenger vehicle to be exceeding the posted speed 
limit. He activated the radar, which indicated that the vehicle was traveling 56 mph in a 45 mph 
zone. He performed a traffic stop on the vehicle on the off ramp to Highway 200 by activating 
his emergency overhead lights. The onboard camera in the police vehicle recorded the stop, and 
an audiovisual CD of the stop was admitted at the suppression hearing as State's Exhibit 1. 
Approximately twenty-eight (28) minutes elapsed from the stop of the vehicle to the 
arrest of the defendant. A chronology of events occurring-within that time period appears below. 
0:00 min: Koch stops the vehicle. 
1:42 min: Koch contacts the driver and explains the reason for the stop. Koch engages in 
a conversation with the driver about why she is upset. The driver claims that she is upset 
because she is having trouble -with her boyfriend. 
2:25 min: Koch requests her driver's license, insurance, and registration. The license 
identifies the driver as the Defendant, Doris Nepa Hays. Koch engages in another conversation 
about where Hays lives and where she is going. 
3:40 min: Koch asks Hays for proof of insurance. 
4:00 min: Hays produces her registration. 
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Koch testified at the suppression hearing that Hays produced an expired insurance. 
4:15 min: Koch converses with Hays about her lack of proof of insurance. 
4:43 min: Koch tells Hays that he is not going to write her a speeding citation, but will 
give her a citation for failure to show current insurance, and that if she can produce proof of 
insurance to the clerk's office the citation will be dismissed. 
5:15 min: Koch returns to his patrol vehic!e. 
5:40 min: Koch makes a radio transmission to Bonner County Sheriffs Deputy Darren 
Osborn. Koch states: "I am on a citation. I've got a real nervous one that your dog might want 
to talk to." 
5:55 min to 6:48 min: Koch makes a radio transmission to the dispatcher to check Hays' 
driver's license. The dispatcher tells Koch that Hays' license is valid and clear and that she is a 
"protected party" against a person named Randy 5 wanson. 
6:49 min: Koch ends the transmission with the dispatcher. 
Koch testified that once the dispatcher informed him that Hays' license was valid and 
clear, he had all the information he needed and began to write the citation. 
7:50 min: Koch shines his searchlight on Hays' car. 
9:50 min: Deputy Osborn arrives. Koch tells Osborn that Hays was doing 56 in a 45; 
that her hands were shaking and her voice trembling; and that she had explained that she was 
nervous because she was having trouble with her boyfriend. Koch states: "She's just nervous 
like the kind of nervous that has nothing to do with a boyfriend." 
10:31 min: Osborn approaches Hays' car, using a flashlight to illuminate the interior of 
the car, and then, engages in a conversation with Hays. Osborn's audio is off, so the 
conversation is not recorded. 
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Osborn testified at the suppression hearing that he introduced himself to Hays, told her 
his job was criminal and drug interdiction, and that he was there for a drug dog sniff of the 
exterior of the vehicle. He testified that, although he did not remember the specifics of the 
conversation, it was very likely he asked if there is anything the dog would signal on. He 
testified that, upon questioning, Hays acknowledged she smoked marijuana \\1th a couple of 
friends and that she knew she had a bag of marijuana under her seat and she grabbed the bag 
from under the seat. Osborn testified he did not detect any marijuana odors emanating from the 
car upon contact with Hays or when the bag was handed out. He said he did not Mirandize her, 
nor did he ask for consent to search. 
Although unsure he used it in this case, Osborn testified to other language he commonly 
uses on drug suspects, to-wit: ''This could be taken care of very easily. lf you have some 
marijuana in your car, just tell us about it"; that marijuana possession can be handled easily v.ith 
a citation or warning; and that marijuana possession is legal in Montana and Washington. 
Hays testified that, in addition to asking if there was anything the dog would signal on, 
Osborn also stated, more than once, that if she turned over whatever she had in the car, it would 
be easier on her, but if the drug dog found anything she would be in a lot of trouble. Hays 
testified that after repeated questioning, she first admitted that she had smoked marijuana several 
weeks prior, and then after more questions, that she had marijuana in the car. Hays testified that 
she felt that she didn't have much of a choice but to give Osborn whatever she had in the car. 
11:30 min: Koch, still seated inside his patrol vehicle, says: "Today's the 12th." 
Koch testified that this statement indicates that he was 'just about at the very bottom of 
the citation, filling out the court date." 
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12:13 min: Hays hands Osborn the plastic bag containing marijuana through the window. 
Osborn puts it on the roof of the car. From inside his patrol vehicle, Koch says: "Look at that." 
13:00 min: Osborn grabs the plastic bag from the roof and holds it in front of the driver's 
side window and Hays drops something into the bag. 
13:11 min: In his patrol vehicle, Koch states: "He probably gave her the speech of my 
dog is going to find things. What's your opinion?" 
Koch testified that he was explaining the case to his civilian ride along. He stated that the 
"speech" he was referring to is when a canine handler tells a driver that he is going to walk the 
dog around the vehicle during the course of the stop, and asks the driver if there anything they 
want to be honest about. 
13:31 min: Koch gets out of his car and approaches Osborn, who is still standing at the 
driver's side door of Hays' car. 
13:40 min: Osborn (his audio now on) says to Hays: "Why don't you come out and hang 
out over here (pointing towards Koch's patrol car) and we will get the dog to run around the car, 
if you don't mind .... " 
13:51 min: Koch and Osborn look in the plastic bag, as Koch inquires as to its contents. 
14:01 min: Hays states: "Ifs just leaves," and explains that it has been sitting in her car 
for some time. 
14:14 min: Koch states: "Come on out and I will give you the citation I already have for 
you." 
14:16 min: Hays exits the vehicle and stands with Koch at the rear of her car. Osborn 
walks out of view of the camera. 
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14:25 min: Koch's explains the citation to Hays, stating that she is only being cited for 
failure to show proof of insurance, and that if she provides proof to the Clerk of Court that she 
had insurance at the time of the stop by October 26th, that the ticket would be dismissed 
14:51 min: Koch gives Hays the citation and returns her registration, but says he will 
hold onto her license "until we get done figuring out what we got going on here." 
15:05 min: Koch directs Hays away from her vehicle, while Osborn walks the K-9 
towards Hays' vehicle. Koch is talking with Hays, asking her what the conversation between her 
and Osborn was about. Koch tells Hays that he called a K-9 unit because she was acting nervous. 
Hays explains that she was nervous because she does not trust policeman because of her past 
experience ·with law enforcement's handling of her restraining order. 
Hays testified that she is a nervous person and has consulted with Dr. Haugen for 
psychological assessments. She testified that she is afraid of men in authority, due in part to 
growing up in an abusive home; she has had restraining orders issued against men; she has 
requested restraining orders that have not been issued; she just left an abusive relationship a day 
before, and is in fear of the abuser; that she suffers from attention deficit disorder, anxiety, 
depression and low self- esteem, and that she finds it difficult to stay on task. 
16:35 min: The K-9 completes his sniff and Osborn leads him away from the vehicle and 
out of view of the camera. 
17:28 min: Koch says to Osborn: "I'm assummg the dog said 'yeah'? I wasn't 
watching." 
17:33 min: Osborn reenters the view of the camera and pulls Koch aside to talk about his 
contact with Hays and whether to search the car. 
18: 19 min: Osborn says to Koch: "It's your car .... " 
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18:25 min: Osborn walks away from Koch, saying: "I've got her. You've got the car." 
18:35 min: Koch advises dispatch and begins to search the car. Osborn engages Hays in 
conversation. 
24:15 min: Koch removes a purse out of the back seat area of the vehicle, places it on the 
trunk and calls Osborn over. Hays sits on the front bumper of the patrol vehicle. 
24:37 min: Hays asks whether she can call someone and let them know. Koch says no, 
as he searches the purse and discusses its contents with Osborn. 
24:58 min: The officers complete the search of the purse and walk over to Hays who is 
still sitting on the front bumper of the patrol car. Osborn asks her: "How much money have you 
got on you? Are you working right now?" 
25:16 min: Koch asks Hays to turn around and put her hands behind her back. She is 
then placed under arrest by Osborn and Koch 
26:49 min: Koch and Osborn conduct a pat dovvn search of Hays. 
28:22 min: Koch reads Hays her Miranda rights. 
III. ST AND ARD OF REVIEW 
In State v. Belden, 148 Idaho 277, 220 P.3d 1096 (Ct. App. 2009), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals set forth the standard of review of a suppression motion: 
The standard of review of a suppression motion is bifurcated. When a 
decision on a motion to suppress is challenged, we accept the trial court's findings 
of fact which are supported by substantial evidence, but we freely review the 
application of constitutional principles to the facts as found. State v. Atkinson, 128 
Idaho 559, 561, 916 P.2d 1284, 1286 (Ct. App. 1996). At a suppression hearing, 
the power to assess the credibility of ·witnesses, resolve factual conflicts, weigh 
evidence, and draw factual inferences is vested in the trial court. State v. Valdez-
Molina, 127 Idaho 102, 106, 897 P.2d 993, 997 (1995); State v. Schevers, 132 
Idaho 786,789,979 P.2d 659,662 (Ct. App.1999). 
Id. at 279, 220 P.3d at 1098. 
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IV. ANALYSIS 
A. The Initial Stop Of The Vehicle Was Lawful. 
In State v. Evans, 134 Idaho 560, 6 P.3d 416 (Ct. App. 2000), the Idaho Court of Appeals 
stated: 
A traffic stop by an officer constitutes a seizure of the vehicle's occupants, 
necessarily implicating the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreasonable 
searches and seizures. Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 653, 99 S.Ct. 1391, 
1395, 59 L.Ed.2d 660, 667 (1979); State v. Atkinson, 128 Idaho 559, 561, 916 
P.2d 1284, 1286 (Ct.App.1996). Under the Fourth Amendment, an officer may 
stop a vehicle to investigate possible criminal behavior if there is articulable 
and reasonable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven contrary to traffic 
laws. United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411,417, 101 S.Ct. 690, 694, 66 L.Ed.2d 
621, 628 (1981); State v. Rawlings, 121 Idaho 930, 932, 829 P.2d 520, 522 
(1992); State v. Flowers, 131 Idaho 205,208, 953 P.2d 645, 648 (Ct.App.1998). 
The reasonableness of the suspicion must be evaluated upon the totality of the 
circumstances at the time of the stop. State v. Naccarato, 126 Idaho 10, 12, 878 
P.2d 184, 186 (Ct.App.1994). The reasonable suspicion standard requires less 
than probable cause, but more than mere speculation or instinct on the part of the 
officer. Id 
Id at 563, 6 P.3d at 419. (Emphasis supplied). 
The basis for Officer Koch's stop of the vehicle was Hays' traveling 56 mph in a 45 mph 
zone, which is a violation of a traffic law. "An officer may stop a vehicle to investigate possible 
criminal behavior if there is articulable and reasonable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven 
contrary to traffic laws." Id Therefore, the initial stop of Hays' vehicle was lawful. 
B. The Traffic Stop Was Impermissibly Extended In Violation Of The 4th Amendment. 
Hays concedes that ''the circumstances which justified the initial stop of the vehicle was 
speeding," however, she argues that the stop was: impermissibly extended when "Koch delayed 
his investigation of a minor traffic infraction on two occasions to work with Osborn on a drug 
investigation." Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Suppress (March 21, 2013), at 
p. 12. The State contends that there was no unreasonable extension of time for the seizure, 
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cause just as Koch "was completing the citation and before he even began to get out of the car, 
the defendant handed the marijuana bag out the window to Osborn. At that moment, probable 
cause was established to justify further detention to investigate a separate offense." State's 
Supplemental Memorandum of Law (April 3, 2013), at pp. 4-5. 
In State v. Sheldon, 139 Idaho 980, 88 P.3d 1220 (Ct. App. 2003), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals stated: 
A traffic stop is subject to the Fourth Amendment restraint against 
unreasonable seizures. Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 653, 99 S.Ct. 1391, 59 
L.Ed.2d 660 (1979). Because a routine traffic stop is normally limited in scope 
and of short duration, it is more analogous to an investigative detention than a 
custodial arrest and therefore is analyzed under the principles set forth in Terry v. 
Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 20 L.Ed.2d 889 (1968). Prouse, 440 U.S. at 653-
54, 99 S.Ct. 1391. Under Terry, an investigative detention is permissible if it is 
based upon specific articulable facts which justify suspicion that the detained 
person is, has been, or is about to be engaged in criminal activity. Id at 21, 88 
S.Ct. 1868. See also United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417, 101 S.Ct. 690, 66 
L.Ed.2d 621 (1981); State v. Holcomb, 128 Idaho 296, 302, 912 P.2d 664, 670 
(Ct.App.1995). The justification for an investigative detention is evaluated upon 
the totality of the circumstances then known to the officer. Cortez; 449 U.S. at 
418, 101 S.Ct. 690; State v. Rawlings, 121 Idaho 930, 932, 829 P.2d 520, 522 
(1992). The information available to the detaining officers must show a 
"particularized and objective basis for suspecting the particular person stopped of 
criminal activity." Cortez, 449 U.S. at 417-18, 101 S.Ct. 690. See also Florida v. 
Royer, 460 U.S. 491,498, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 75 L.Ed.2d 229 (1983); State v. Salato, 
137 Idaho 260, 264, 47 P.3d 763, 767 (Ct.App.2001). To meet the constitutional 
standard of reasonableness, an investigative detention must not only be 
justified by reasonable suspicion at its inception, but also must be reasonably 
related in scope to the circumstances that justified the stop in the first place. 
Royer, 460 U.S. at 498-500, 103 S.Ct. 1319; United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 
422 U.S. 873, 881, 95 S.Ct. 2574, 45 L.Ed.2d 607 (1975); Terry, 392 U.S. at 19-
20, 88 S.Ct. 1868; State v. Johnson, 137 Idaho 656,659, 51 P.3d 1112, 1115 
(Ct.App.2002). 
The purpose of a stop is not permanently fixed, however, at the 
moment the stop is initiated, for during the course of the detention there may 
evolve suspicion of criminality different from that which initially prompted 
the stop. State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 362, 17 P.3d 301, 306 
(Ct.App.2000). As we stated in State v. Afyers, 118 Idaho 608, 613, 798 P.2d 453, 
458 (Ct.App.1990): 
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[A]ny routine traffic stop might turn up suspicious circumstances which 
could justify an officer asking questions unrelated to the stop. The officer's 
observations, general inquiries, and events succeeding the stop may-and 
often do-give rise to legitimate reasons for particular lines of inquiry and 
further investigation by an officer. 
Accordingly, the length and scope of the stop may be lawfully expanded if the 
detaining officer can "point to specific and articulable facts which, taken 
together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that 
intrusion." Terry, 392 U.S. at 21, 88 S.Ct. 1868. 
Id at 983-984, 88 P.3d at 1223-1224. (Emphasis supplied). 
The Court of Appeals' reasoning in State v. Bordeaux, 148 Idaho 1, 217 P.3d 1 (Ct. App. 2009), 
is also instructive: 
Having determined that Agent Shepard made a lawful stop, we next 
determine whether the scope of the investigative detention was "reasonably 
related to the circumstances that justified the stop." State v. Martinez, 129 Idaho 
at 430, 925 P.2d at 1129. "An investigative detention must be temporary and last 
no longer than is necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop." Florida v. 
Royer, 460 U.S. 491,500,103 S.Ct. 1319, 1325, 75 L.Ed.2d229, 238 (1983); see 
also State v. Aguirre, 141 Idaho at 563, 112 P.3d at 851. It is the State's burden 
to establish that the seizure was based on reasonable suspicion and 
sufficiently limited in scope and duration to satisfy the conditions of an 
investigative seizure. Royer, 460 U.S. at 500, 103 S.Ct. at 1326, 75 L.Ed.2d at 
238 .... ; see also Aguirre, 141 Idaho at 563, 112 P.3d at 851. "It is therefore not 
necessarily a Fourth Amendment viola!ion for an officer who has stopped 
someone for a traffic violation to ask unrelated questions about drugs and 
weapons, or to run a drug dog around the perimeter of the vehicle." Aguirre, 141 
Idaho at 563, 112 P.3d at 851. However, if an officer questions a driver about 
matters unrelated to the traffic stop after the purpose of the stop has been 
fulfilled, the questioning, no matter how short, extends the duration of the 
stop and is an unwarranted intrusion upon the privacy and liberty of the 
vehicle's occupants. State v. Gutierrez, 137 Idaho at 651-53, 51 P.3d at 465-67. 
Id at 8,217 P.3d at 8. (Emphasis supplied). 
In this case, in order to justify the extension of the stop, Officer Koch must be able to 
"point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those 
facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion [upon the privacy and liberty of Hays]." Sheldon, 139 
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oaho at 984, 88 P.3d at 1224. At the suppression hearing, Koch stated that Hays was nervous, 
her hands were shaking, her eyes were dilated, and she exited the highway rather than driving 
directly to where she claimed she was going. Koch inquired extensively of Hays why she was 
nervous, where she was going, where she lived, the name of who she was going to see and 
whether he was the reason she broke up with her boyfriend. These questions were unrelated to 
the purpose of the stop, and Koch's testimony failed to persuade the Court that there were 
suspicious circumstances which justified asking those questions and reasonably warranted an 
expansion of the length and scope of the stop. 
The next question is when was the purpose of the stop fulfilled? By 6:48 minutes into the 
stop, the driver's license check had revealed that Hays had a valid and clear license. Koch 
testified that, at this point, he had all of the information he needed and began to write the 
citation. Instead, of completing and delivering the citation, however, he sits in his vehicle and 
waits until nearly 10:00 minutes into the stop for Osborn to arrive with the drug dog. In fact, he 
radioed Osborn even before he called for the license check. He then continues to wait in his car 
until 13 :31 minutes into the stop--after Hays has handed the marijuana to Osborn-to exit his 
vehicle. The citation is finally delivered to Hays at 14:51 minutes into the stop, along with her 
registration, but Koch holds onto the license. The purpose of the stop, ascertained after contact 
was made with Hays, was to cite her for failure to show proof of insurance. The citation could 
and should have been delivered right after Koch spoke with the dispatcher, and not delayed until 
the completion of the drug investigation by Osborn. Because Osborn "questions a driver about 
matters unrelated to the traffic stop after the purpose of the stop has been fulfilled, the 
questioning, no matter how short, extends the duration of the stop and is an unwai-ranted 
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mtrusion upon the privacy and liberty of the vehicle's occupants." Bordeaux, 148 Idaho at 8,217 
P.3d at 8. 
Accordingly, Hays' Fourth Amendment rights were violated as a result of the 
impermissible extension of the traffic stop. 
C. Hays Was In Custody When She Made the Incriminating Statements. 
In State v. Contreras-Gonzales, 146 Idaho 41, 190 P.3d 197 (Ct. App. 2008), the Idaho 
Court of Appeals stated: 
In Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694 (1966), the 
United States Supreme Court held that before being subjected to custodial 
interrogation by law enforcement, a suspect must be informed "that he has the 
right to remain silent, that anything he says can be used against him in a court of 
law, that he has the right to the presence of an attorney, and that if he cannot 
afford an attorney one will be appointed for him prior to any questioning if he so 
desires." Id. at 479, 86 S.Ct. at 1630-31, 16 L.Ed.2d at 726. 
Id. at 44, 190 P.3d at 200, n.2. 
The term "custody" was defined by the Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Hurst, 151 
Idaho 430,258 P.3d 950 (Ct. App. 2011), as follows: 
Custody for Miranda purposes, means a formal arrest or restraint on 
freedom of movement of the degree associated with a formal arrest. Stansbury 
v. California, 511 U.S. 318, 322, 114 S.Ct. 1526, 1528-29, 128 L.Ed.2d 293,298 
(1994); New Yorkv. Quarles, 467 U.S. 649,655,104 S.Ct. at 2631, 81 L.Ed.2d at 
556--57 (1984). It requires more than a circumstance where a suspect was not 
free to leave. Shatzer, - U.S. at--, 130 S.Ct. at 1224, 175 L.Ed.2d at 1058 
("Our cases make clear, however, that the freedom of movement test identifies 
only a necessary and not a sufficient condition for ~Miranda custody."). The 
determination of custody does not depend on the subjective views harbored by 
either the interrogating officers or the person being questioned. Stansbury, 511 
U.S. at 323, 114 S.Ct. at 1529, 128 L.Ed.2d at 298-99. Instead, the test is an 
objective one and "the only relevant inquiry is how a reasonable man in the 
suspect's position would have understo6d his situation." Berkemer v. McCarty, 
468 U.S. 420,442, 104 S.Ct. 3138, 3151, 82 L.Ed.2d 317, 336 (1984). A court 
considering whether an individual is in custody should consider the totality of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation. State v. James., 148 Idaho 574, 577, 
225 P .3d 1169, 1172 (2010). Factors to be considered by the court include the 
time and location of the interrogation, the conduct of the officer or officers, 
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the nature and manner of the questioning, and the presence of other persons. 
State v. Albaugh, 133 Idaho 587, 591, 990 P.2d 753, 757 (Ct.App.1999); State v. 
Medrano, 123 Idaho 114, 117-18, 844 P.2d 1364, 1367--68 (Ct.App.1992). The 
burden of showing custody rests on the defendant seeking to exclude evidence. 
State v. Munoz, 149 Idaho 121, 129, 233 P.3d 52, 60 (2010); James, 148 Idaho at 
577,225 P.3d at 1172. 
Id at 436, 258 P.3d at 956. (Emphasis supplied). 
At the time Hays made the incriminating statements to Osborn, she was seated in her car 
with Osborn standing at the driver's side window, Koch had her driver's license and registration, 
it was nearly midnight and there were two officers and a K9 on the scene. A reasonable person 
in the suspect's position would have understood her situation to be that she was not free to leave. 
Therefore, Hays was in "custody" for purposes of Miranda at that time. 
D. Hays Was Subjected to Custodial Interrogation And Should Have Been Mirandized. 
In State v. Person, 140 Idaho 934, 104 P.3d 976 (Ct. App. 2004), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals stated: 
An interrogation includes not only express questioning but also its "functional 
equivalent." Salato, 137 Idaho at 267, 47 P.3d at 770 (citing Rhode Island v. 
Innis, 446 U.S. 291,300, 100 S.Ct. 1682, 1689, 64 L.Ed.2d 297,307 (1980)). The 
United States Supreme Court has explained the distinction between an express 
questioning and its functional equivalent as follows: 
... the term "interrogation" under Miranda refers not only to express 
questioning, but also to any words or actions on the part of the police 
(other than those normally attendant to arrest and custody) that the 
police should know are reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating 
response from the suspect. The latter portion of this definition focuses 
primarily upon the perceptions of the suspect, rather than the intent of the 
police. This focus reflects the fact that the Miranda safeguards were designed 
to vest a suspect in custody with an added measure of protection against 
coercive police practices, without regard to objective proof of the underlying 
intent of the police. A practice that the police should know is reasonably 
likely to evoke an incriminating response from a suspect thus amounts to 
interrogation. But, since the police surely cannot be held accountable for the 
unforeseeable result of their words or actions, the definition of interrogation 
can extend only to words or actions on the part of police officers that they 
should have known were reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response. 
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Innis, 446 U.S. at 300-02, 100 S.Ct. at 1689-90, 64 L.Ed.2d at 307-08; see also 
State v. Frank, 133 Idaho 364,370,986 P.2d 1030, 1036 (Ct.App.1999). 
Id. at 939-940, 104 P.3d at 981-982. 
Osborn testified that he asked Hays if there is anything the dog would signal on. Hays 
testified that Osborn asked this question repeatedly, and that he also stated that things would go 
easier for her if she gave him whatever she had in the car, but things would be harder if she did 
not. Osborn testified that he has had many conversations like this with defendants in his work in 
drug interdiction, so this is language that he should have known was reasonably likely to elicit an 
incriminating response, and yet he failed to Mirandize Hays before questioning her. 
Accordingly, Hays was subjected to custodial interrogation, and she should have been 
given Miranda warnings prior to questioning. 
E. Hays' Confession Was Not A Product Of Free Will And Was Involuntary. 
In State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 26 P.3d 31 (2001), the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
"The State, in attempting to introduce statements made by a suspect 
during custodial interrogation and outside the presence of an attorney, must 
establish a voluntary, knowing and intelligent waiver of suspect's rights." 
Mitchell, 104 Idaho at 497, 660 P.2d at 1340. The state argues that Varie was not 
in custody for purposes of Miranda as determined by the district court. 
Regardless, there is no dispute that she signed two separate forms during two 
separate interviews waiving her _Miranda rights. "An express written statement 
waiving Miranda rights, is strong, but not conclusive, proof of voluntary waiver." 
Luke, 134 Idaho at 297, 1 P.3d at 798. As noted by this Court in State v. Radford, 
134 Idaho 187, 998 P.2d 80 (2000), "[l]n order to determine the voluntariness 
of a confession, the Court must look to the 'totality of the circumstances' and 
determine whether the defendant's will was overborne." Id. at 191, 998 P.2d at 
84, citing Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 287, 111 S.Ct. 1246, 113 L.Ed.2d 
302 (1991). 
Id. at 558-560, 199 P.3d at 133-135. (Emphasis supplied). 
The Idaho Supreme Court set forth the factors for determining the voluntariness of a 
confession: 
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In order to determine the voluntariness of a confession, the Court must 
look to the "totality of the circumstances" and determine whether the defendant's 
will was overborne. See Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 287, 111 S.Ct. 
1246, 1252-53, 113 L.Ed.2d 302,316 (1991); Troy, 124 Idaho at 214,858 P.2d at 
753. In Troy, we set out the factors to be considered in determining whether a 
confession was given voluntarily. These factors include: 
(1) Whether Miranda warnings were given; 
(2) The youth of the accused; 
(3) The accused's level of education or low intelligence; 
( 4) The length of detention; 
(5) The repeated and prolonged nature of the questioning; and 
(6) Deprivation of food or sleep. 
Troy, 124 Idaho at 214, 858 P.2d at 753 (citing Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 
U.S. 218,226, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 2047, 36 L.Ed.2d 854,862 (1973)). 
State v. Radford, 134 Idaho 187, 191, 998 P.2d 80, 84 (2000). (Footnote omitted). (Emphasis 
supplied). 
The Idaho Court of Appeals explained the impact of police conduct on the determination 
of voluntariness: 
Voluntariness in the constitutional sense must be sho"m by the totality of 
circumstances surrounding police efforts to obtain incriminating statements. See 2 
W.E. RINGEL, SEARCHES & SEIZURES, ARRESTS Ai"l\JD CONFESSIONS § 
25.1 (2d. ed. 1988) (hereinafter cited as RINGEL). A statement is voluntary if it 
is the product of a free will. State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 537 P.2d 1369 
(1975). Under this standard, it must be determined that the statement was 
not extracted "by any sort of threats or violence, nor obtained by any direct 
or implied promises .... " Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532, 18 S.Ct. 183, 42 
L.Ed. 568 (1897). 
State v. Kysar, 114 Idaho 457,458, 757 P.2d 720, 721 (Ct. App. 1988). (Emphasis supplied). 
In State v. Davila, 127 Idaho 888, 908 P.2d 581 (Ct. App. 1995), the Court of Appeals stated: 
The voluntariness of a confession need be established only by a 
preponderance of the evidence. Colorado v. Connelly, 479 U.S. 157, 168, 107 
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S.Ct. 515, 522, 93 L.Ed.2d 473 (1986), citing Lego v. Twomey, 404 U.S. 477, 92 
S.Ct. 619, 30 L.Ed.2d 618 (1972); State v. Culbertson, 105 Idaho 128, 130, 666 
P.2d 1139, 1141 (1983). To determine the voluntariness of a confession, the 
court must consider the effect that the totality of the circumstances had upon 
the will of the defendant. Miller v. Fenton, 796 F.2d 598, 604 (3d Cir.1986), 
cert. denied, Miller v. Neubert, 479 U.S. 989, 107 S.Ct. 585, 93 L.Ed.2d 587 
(1986). The question in each case is whether the defendant's will was 
overborne when he confessed. Id 
Deceptive police practices do not necessarily create coercion which 
would render a suspect's subsequent confession involuntary and excludable. 
Confessions derived during the course of interrogations have been upheld as 
voluntary, notwithstanding misrepresentations of facts by the police, such as 
telling a defendant that his :fingerprints were found on physical evidence or at the 
scene. See e.g., Sovalik v. State, 612 P.2d 1003 (Alaska 1980); State v. Cobb, 115 
Ariz. 484,566 P.2d 285 (1977); State v. Winters, 27 Ariz.App. 508,511, 556 P.2d 
809, 812 (1976); People v. Kashney, 111 Ill.2d 454, 95 Ill.Dec. 835, 490 N.E.2d 
688 (1986); State v. Haywood, 232 Neb. 97, 439 N.W.2d 511 (1989) (statement 
upheld even after defendant was told his fingerprints were found on bags of 
cocaine). This Court also recently upheld the denial of a motion to suppress where 
the district court found that representations by the officer did not rise to such a 
level as to constitute coercion. State v. Whiteley. 124 Idaho 261, 269, 858 P.2d 
800, 808 (Ct.App.1993). 
Courts have uniformly accepted the police's technique of telling a suspect 
they have found some incriminating evidence to elicit statements from a suspect 
on the view that an innocent person would not be induced to confess by such 
police deception. However, we acknowledge that courts are much less likely to 
tolerate misrepresentations of law. See e.g., ,Michigan v. Harvey, 494 U.S. 344, 
110 S.Ct. 1176, 108 L.Ed.2d 293 (1990); State v. Craig, 262 Mont. 240, 864 P.2d 
1240 (1993). Under a totality of the circumstances, therefore, we conclude that 
the district court properly found that offic~r Martinez's indicating to Davila in the 
interview, either directly or in the form of a hypothetical question, that his 
fmgerprints had been found on the packaging material was not coercive. 
Id at 892, 908 P.2d at 585. (Emphasis supplied). 
Here, the totality of the circumstances, including Osborn not giving Miranda warnings 
prior to questioning Hays, the repeated questioning, length of the detention, Hays' apparent 
hypersensitivity, and Osborn's direct or implied promises, all demonstrate, by a preponderance 
of the evidence, that Hays' confession was not a product of free will and was involuntary. 
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F. The Evidence Obtained Is "Fruit of the Poisonous Tree." 
In State v. Bordeaux, 148 Idaho 1, 217 P.3d 1 (Ct. App. 2009), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals stated: 
The stop of a vehicle constitute~ a seizure of all its occupants and is 
subject to Fourth Amendment standards. United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 
417, 101 S.Ct. 690,694, 66 L.Ed.2d 621,628 (1981); State v. Aguirre, 141 Idaho 
560, 112 P.3d 848 (2005) .... Any evidence seized pursuant to an unlawful 
stop or an unreasonable detention is "fruit of the poisonous tree" and is, 
therefore, inadmissible. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 487, 83 S.Ct. 
407,417, 9 L.Ed.2d 441,455 (1963). 
Id. at 6, 217 P.3d at 6. (Emphasis supplied). 
Applying the standard set forth in Bordeaux, all evidence gathered pursuant to the unreasonable 
detention of Hays is "fruit of the poisonous tree" and is inadmissible. 
Accordingly, Hays request to suppress the evidence is granted. 
V. CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing analysis, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED 
THAT the Defendant's Motion to Suppress is GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Barbara Buchanan 
District Judge 
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TO: DORIS NEPA HAYS, THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, PAUL 
WILLIAM VOGEL, ATIORNEY AT LAW, P.O. BOX 1828, SANDPOINT, ID 
83864 AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, State of ldaho1 appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
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entered in the above-entitled action on the 5th day of April 2013, the Honorable 
Barbara A. Buchanan presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable 
orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11 ( c)(7). 
3. Preliminary statement of the issue on appeal: Did the district court 
err by concluding that (a) officers unreasonably extended the traffic stop; (b) 
Miranda warnings are required in the course of an investigative detention; and (c) 
the statements made by the defendant during the course of the detention were 
involuntary. 
4. To undersigned's knowledge, no part of the record has been 
sealed. 
5. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: The hearing on the motion to suppress held March 19, 2013 
(estimated length more than 100 pages; court reporter Val Larson). 
6. Appellant requests the normal clerk's record pursuant to Rule 28, 
I.AR. 
7. I certify: 
(a) A copy of this notice of appeal is being served on each 
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the 
address set out below: 
VALERIE LARSON 
Court Reporter 
215 S f•t Ave 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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(b) Arrangements have been made with the Bonner County 
Prosecuting Attorney who will be responsible for paying for the reporter's 
transcript; 
(c) The appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
the preparation of the record because the State of Idaho is the appellant (Idaho 
Code§ 31-3212); 
(d) There is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (LA.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(e) Service is being made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20, I.AR. 
DATED this 25th day of April 2013. 
KENNETH K. JOnn..:>L::1n1 
Deputy Attorney ene al 
Attorney for the Appellant 
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Atty: PAUL W. VOGEL 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
PHASE OF CASE 
I DEFENDANT, PAUL VOGEL, SHANE GREENBANK 
PV THERE WAS A NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED 
SG I SPOKE WITH THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE - I WILL TALK TO THEM ABOUT 
THE STAY 
PV THE SPECIFIC RULES FALL TO THE DISTRICT COURT 
J WE'LL WAIT AND SEE - WILL TAKE OFF THE TRIAL DOCKET 
3:11 END 
CASE NO. CR-2012-0005115 DATE: t ~,2/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Paul William Vogel, P.A. 
Attorney-at-Law 
121! East Lake Street 
Suite 313 
P.O. Box 1828 
Sandpoint, ID 83864--0903 
Ph: (208) 263-6636 
Fax: (208) 265-<i775 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL, P.A. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
PHONE (208) 263-6636 
FAX (208) 265-6775 
ISB NO. 2504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
DORIS N'EPA HAYS, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
CASE NO. CR-2012-5115 
MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL AT 
PUBLIC EXPENSE 
DORIS NEPA HAYS, the above-named Defendant-Respondent, through her 
attorney, Paul William Vogel, hereby moves the Court pursuant to I.AR. 13( c )(9) to appoint 
the undersigned to represent Defendant-Respondent at public expense. 
This Motion is based on the fact that the Defendant-Respondent is indigent and is 
unable to pay the costs of legal representation during the pendency of this Appeal. This 
Motion is based further on the fact that the Defendant's needs will best be met by continued 
representation of trial Counsel. 
Dated this ___ day of May, 2013. 
MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL 
AT PUBLIC EXPENSE - 1 
164 
ogel 
Attorney for Defendant-Respondent 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Appoint 
' Counsel at Public Expense will be held on June 6, 2013 at 2:30 p.m., before the Hon. Barbara 
Buchanan, at the Administration Building, 1500 Hwy 2, Sandpoint, Idaho. 
Dated this ~y of May, 2013. 
Paul William V gel 
Attorney for Defendant-Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this day of May, 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE was delivered 
via the following method to: 
Shane Greenbank 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Kenneth K. Jorgensen 
Deputy Attorney General 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Mr. Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the Courts 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL 
AT PUBLIC EXPENSE - 2 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Faxed 
(X) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Faxed: 208-265-6775 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
(X) U.S. Mail 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Faxed: 208-265-6775 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) E-mailed 
Savanna L. Stevens 
Legal Assistant 
16 h •.J 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
CASE NO. CR 2012-5115 
DOCKET NO. 40999-2013 




( DORIS NEPA HAYS 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on May 23, 2013, I lodged the 
transcript from the Motion to Suppress held on March 19, 2013, 
totaling 85 pages for the above-referenced case with the 
District Court Clerk of the County of Bonner in the First 
Judicial District. 







STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 











2 - Admin Building 
vs. DORIS NEPA HAYS 
Defendant I Respondent 
2:30 PM 
Attorney: SHANE GREENBANK Attorney: PAUL W. VOGEL 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
2:41 J Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT, PAUL VOGEL, SHANE GREENBANK 
J MR. VOGEL, I REVIEWED YOUR MOTION BUT I DON'T THINK I HAVE JURISDICTION 
PV I READ THE RULE AND SEE THAT THIS IS ONE SECTION WHERE THE COURT DID 
HAVE JURISDICTION - 13(c), POWERS OF THE DISTRICT COURT -SUB 9 IS TO 
DETERMINE COURT CAN APPOINT ATTORNEY AT PUBLIC EXPENSE- I HAVE 
SUBMITTED A FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - MS. HAYS HAS BEEN INDIGENT 
FROM THE VERY BEGINNING- I KNOW ITS NOT MANDATORY TO APPOINT MY 
OFFICE BUT IN A CASE LIKE THIS IT'S IMPORTANT TO THE DEFENDANT 
J STATE IS NOT IN AGREEMENT? 
SG I BELIEVE THE COURT CAN MAKE THE DETERMINATION- I DON'T BELIEVE THAT MR. 
VOGEL HAS WITHDRAWN FROM THE CASE - UNTIL HE'S OFF THE CASE, I BELIEVE 
IT'S UP TO THE COURT OF APPEALS 
J MR. VOGEL? 
PV l'M ASKING TO BE APPOINTED TO CONTINUE REPRESENTATION AT PUBLIC 
EXPENSE - I FEEL QUITE CONFIDENT THAT THIS COURT WOULD APPOINT THE 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER- REGARDLESS, PUBLIC FUNDS ARE GOING 
TO BE EXPENDED - THE ATTORNEY IS ENTITLED TO AN ATTORNEY AT PUBLIC 
EXPENSE AND THE COURT MAY APPOINT ONE - I THINK IT'S WITHIN THE COURT'S 
DISCRETION 
2:47 J THE REQUEST IS DENIED - YOU ARE THE ATTORNEY OF RECORD AND YOU HAVE 
TO WITHDRAW - YOU CAN MAKE THAT MOTION AND SHE CAN APPLY FOR COUNSEL 
AT PUBLIC EXPENSE - IT DOESN'T COST THE COUNTY ADDITIONAL MONEY - RIGHT 
NOW SHE HAS COUNSEL OF RECORD 
PV WE HAVE A 2 TIERED PROCESS 
J THAT'S FINE 
2:49 
CASE NO. CR-2012-0005115 
COURT MINUTES 




IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 40999-2013 
CLERKS CERTIFICATE 
_________ ) 
I, Shelley Munson, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause was 
compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the 
pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 11/'' day of July, 2013. 
SHELLEY MUNSON 
Clerk of the District Court 
Clerk's Certificate 
168 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 40999-2013 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Shelley Munson, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is 
offered as the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
Jail Booking Sheet filed October 15, 2012 
Criminal and Driving Record Report filed October 19, 2012 
Jail Booking Sheet filed November 5, 2012 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this day of July, 2013. 
Shelley Munson 
Clerk of the District Court 
Certificate of Exhibits 
169 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs. 












SUPREME COURT NO. 40999-2013 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
I, Shelley Munson, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by 
United Postal Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record in 
this cause as follows: 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
PAUL WILLIAM VOGEL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1828 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this day of July, 2013. 
Shelley Munson 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate of Service 
